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president’s report

Another fantastic and enjoyable season was had by 
players and parents in 2014. As always, the year would 
not have been such a success without the support 
and devotion of volunteers, spectators, sponsors and 
committee members. Thank you to everyone for your 
contribution and support throughout the year!

On FIElD

Player numbers were consistent with previous years, 
with 375 Harlequins players participating on a weekly 
basis in the Minis and Juniors competitions.

As in 2013, we fielded 15 Minis teams in the Manly-
Warringah Minis competition, including five teams in the 
U8 age group. It is very satisfying to see such strength 
in player numbers in the Minis competition.

As in 2013, we fielded 13 Junior teams in the Sydney 
Junior Rugby Union metropolitan competition in all age 
groups from U10s to U16s.

Player numbers traditionally fall off in the older age 
groups as boys' interests expand to activities beyond 
rugby. This has necessitated some of the Manly Village 
Clubs forming combined teams to ensure adequate 
player numbers and to ensure players compete safely 
in the most suitable grade. This year our U14s combined 
with Manly Roos and Seaforth Raiders to form two teams, 
playing under the name Freshwater Vikings. Our U15s 
combined with Manly Roos and played as Harbord / 
Manly, while our U16s formed a team with Manly Roos 

called the Manly Barbarians. All four of these merged 
teams had a very enjoyable and successful season. 
The merging of teams in these age groups is crucial to 
ensure we can offer safe playing opportunities and retain 
players at club and district level.

Congratulations to our U12As, undefeated premiers 
this season. This team has now taken the top prize three 
years in a row - a magnificent effort! And well done to 
our U10As, also undefeated this season... except for a 
5-0 loss in the Grand Final - especially bad luck as the 
Harlequins have such an enviable record in the U10As, 
winning five out of the last nine premierships.

This year’s Harlequins Cup (a Gala Day competition 
for U8 & U9 boys) was again a huge success. We hosted 
record numbers – 20 teams in each age group, with 
clubs travelling from Burraneer in the south, the Eastern 
Suburbs, north Rocks in the west and Wahroonga to the 
north. All contributed to an enjoyable day. For the first 
time this year, we saw Harlequins teams in the Grand 
Final of both the U8 and U9 age groups. Unfortunately 
the U8s just ran out of steam against a determined Hills 
team, while the U9s ran out convincing winners 38-0 over 
Seaforth. Congratulations to all players and coaches 
and a big thank you to the many volunteers who worked 
tirelessly to ensure a tremendous tournament.

The popularity of 7-a-side rugby continues to grow. 
This year the MJRU ran the inaugural pre-season 
competition at Bantry Bay in Seaforth involving the U10 
to U14 age groups. The Harlequins were also again 
represented at the Canberra 7s Carnival with one U9 and 
two U10 teams making the trip to the nation’s capital. It 
was a great experience for all the players. Congratulations 
to our U10 Gold team for taking out the 2014 title.

From a representative perspective, a record 73 
Harlequins boys were selected to represent the Manly 
district across the U10 to U16 age groups at this year’s 
State Championships. This is a fantastic effort and all 
the players and their coaches are to be congratulated.

This year saw a number of players progress to higher 
representative honours. Max Douglas was selected in 
the Sydney U14s, while liam Curran, Zak De Rooy, Ben 
Gleeson, Gianluca natoli, Cameron Prince, luke Ratcliff 
and James Sidery were selected in the ARU Gold Pathway 
program and/or the Sydney Barbarians in the U15 age 
group. Special congratulations to these players as it is 
extremely difficult to gain selection into these teams.

Although not directly related to club rugby, I would 
also like to acknowledge and congratulate Adam 
Eglesz, nesta Tutunoa, Max Von Appen and Teddy 
Wilson for selection in the U12 nSW PSSA team - a great 
achievement, so well done boys!
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Sean Richardson, recipient of the 
Kristin Wall Award for Supporter of 
the Year, and new life Member of 
Harbord Harlequins Rugby Club.

the year would not have been such 

a success without the support and 

devotion of volunteers, spectators, 

sponsors and committee members.

,
OFF FIElD

Thank you to Rochelle Robinson for her support as 
Administrator this year. It certainly makes the committee’s 
job much easier having Rochelle manage all the club 
and SJRU administrative duties.

This year’s social event was enjoyed at Harbord 
Diggers, where we got to watch the All Blacks give the 
Wallabies an almighty rugby lesson. Judging by the 
amount of cheering, the Harlequins are well represented 
with Kiwi families!

Our sponsorship partners continue to play an 
important role in the growth of the club and we especially 
appreciate the continued financial support of Macquarie 
leasing and Dee Why RSl. This year we were also 
extremely pleased to welcome Toshiba as a new major 
sponsor. Sponsorship is an extremely important source 
of funds for the club, allowing registration fees to remain 
as low as possible. The committee encourages all 
Harlequins families to support our sponsors whenever 
and wherever possible.

Sincere thanks to two long-serving volunteers - 
Andrew Sidery and Campbell Forsyth - who resign from 
the committee this year. Andrew has served on the 
committee for the past seven years, including two years 
as President, and has contributed a great deal to the 
club, while always maintaining a balanced perspective 
and keen sense of humour. Campbell has been a tireless 
committee member for the past five years, serving as 
Minis VP, Secretary and Treasurer, and his service was 
all the more appreciated this year given that he didn’t 
even have a son playing rugby. A big thanks also to 
Paul English, who resigns this year from the position 
of Juniors VP.

I wish to thank Greg Peterson and Matt lucas from 
the north Harbour Rays for their attendance at this year’s 
Presentation Day. After playing a hard-fought game 
against Perth Spirit the night before, Greg and Matt 
generously spent the morning with us congratulating 
players and volunteers, and their appearance was very 
much appreciated.

Thanks again to Alan and Kris Abbey for compiling 
this annual report, which they have completed now for 
the past nine years - another excellent job.

Lastly it is my great pleasure to confirm that Sean 
Richardson, this year's recipient of the Kristin Wall Award 
for Supporter of the Year, has also been nominated for life 
Membership of the Harbord Harlequins, to be endorsed 
at this year’s AGM. Sean has been highly involved in the 
club for many years, serving on the committee for six 
years, including two years as President. He has selflessly 

Greg Peterson and Matt lucas 
from the north Harbour Rays 
on Presentation Day.

provided countless hours of service across a broad 
spectrum of activities. Congratulations to Sean on this 
nomination, unanimously supported by the Committee.

Thank you everyone for a tremendous 2014 season 
and I look forward to seeing you all nice and fresh in the 
new Year in preparation for an exciting 2015 season.

Colin House, President
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treasurer’s report

The club recorded a net surplus for the current year of 
$130 (2013 $7,901).

Operating income for the year was $82,116 (2013 
$83,877), derived from:

Key factors in deriving this income were:
• Registration Fees - $49,605 (2013 $48,220).
• Sponsorship - $16,000 (2013 $15,500).
• Canteen Sales - $27,413 (2013 $26,268).
• Harlequins Cup Gala Day profit of $6,479 (2013 

$6,400), which continues to be a key fundraising 
event. (Canteen revenue and expenses are reported 
under Trading Profit and have been estimated 
based on GP% for comparative purposes).

• Interest - $3,896  (2013 $5,010), a decrease of 
reflecting the lower interest rate environment.

• Merchandise sales - $2,135 (2013 $4,077), the 
decrease mainly due to no new designs being 
added to the merchandise categories, and clearing 
of old stock at cost.

Operating expenses for the year were $75,775 (2013 
$71,102), including the following major items of 
expenditure:
• Jerseys, shorts & socks - $14,671 (2013 $8,954), 

with new jerseys purchased this season.
• Insurance & levies - $18,737 (2013 $14,557), with 

a new fee to council for field hire ($1,380) and 
contribution towards MJRU rep gear ($1,480).

• Administration expenses - $15,000 (2013 $15,000).
• Medallions, trophies & awards - $6,344 (2013 

$6,812).

• Meetings & social functions - $2,219 (2013 $4,937), 
with less social functions held.

• Canteen & storage costs - $2,200 (2013 $3,410).

There was one major item of capital expenditure - 
PA equipment was purchased for $1,835. 

I would like to thank Andrew Gourley for his ongoing 
and generous support of the club, including the conduct 
of the independent review of our accounts.

In accordance with the Associations Incorporations 
Act 1984 Section 26(6), financial accounts as set out 
on the following pages have been prepared. The club 
committee considers these are not misleading and give 
a true and fair view of the:

a) income and expenditure of the club for the 
year ended 30 September 2014; and

b) assets and liabilities of the club as at 30 
September 2014.

In addition, the club committee confirms there 
are no mortgages, charges or other securities of any 
description affecting any of the property of the club as 
at 30 September 2014.

Campbell Forsyth, Treasurer

2014     2013

60%  registration & membership fees  58%

20% sponsorship 18%

13% gross profit from trading 15%

 7%  fundraising & other 9%

 100%    100%
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independent review

InDEPEnDEnT REVIEW
OF THE HARBORD HARlEqUInS RUGBY ClUB

2014 FInAnCIAl REPORT

SCoPe

I have reviewed the Income and Expenditure Statement 
and Balance Sheet (2014 Financial Report) of Harbord 
Harlequins Rugby Club as set out on the following 
pages. The Club’s Committee are responsible for the 
2014 Financial Report. I have performed an independent 
review of the 2014 Financial Report in order to state 
whether, on the basis of the procedures set out below, 
anything has come to my attention that would indicate 
that the 2014 Financial Report is not presented fairly.

My review has been conducted in accordance with 
Australian Auditing Standards applicable to review 
engagements. A review is limited primarily to inquiries 
of the Club’s Committee and agreement of the 2014 
Financial Report to the Club’s books and records on 
a test basis. These procedures do not provide all the 
evidence that would be required in an audit, thus the 
level of assurance is less than given in an audit. 

Statement

Based on my review, I have not become aware of any 
matter that makes me believe that the 2014 Financial 
Report of Harbord Harlequins Rugby Club does not give 
a true and fair view of the Club’s financial position as at 
30 September 2014 and of its performance for the year 
ended on that date.

Andrew Gourley
Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in Australia

U12as - 2014 Premiers... three years in a row!

Lots and lots of Harlequins Cups
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InCOME & ExPEnDITURE STATEMEnT FOR THE YEAR EnDED 30 SEPTEMBER 2014

2014 2013 2012

$ $ $

trading income

Sales - home games 27,413 26,268 22,963 

Sales - merchandise 2,135 4,077 6,624 

29,548 30,345 29,587 

Less: Cost of sales

Purchases - home games 13,513 12,008 10,444 

Purchases - merchandise 3,482 4,085 6,950 

Canteen running costs 1,855 1,708 1,380 

18,850 17,801 18,774 

Gross Profit 10,698 12,544 10,813 

add: other income

Registration fees 49,605 48,220 48,990 

Sponsorship 16,000 15,500 24,500 

Fundraising 4,168 3,858 2,593 

Commissions received 1,645 3,755 1,376 

Miscellaneous         -         - 250 

71,418 71,333 77,709 

total gP & other income 82,116 83,877 88,522 

Less: expenses

Jerseys, shirts, shorts & socks 14,671 8,954 18,617 

Insurance & levies 18,737 14,557 17,175 

Administration expenses 15,000 15,000 15,000 

Medallions, trophies & awards 6,344 6,812 9,294 

Meetings & social functions 2,219 4,937 3,972 

Coaching & training fees 834 1,400 2,220 

Canteen & storage costs 2,200 3,410 2,200 

Training & playing equipment 3,939 1,813 1,392 

First Aid expenses 2,230 1,250 1,969 

Advertising 1,140 2,253 1,084 

Printing & annual report 1,775 1,220 1,083 

Field marking 2,200 1,400 1,050 

Donations         - 1,540 1,000 

Bank charges 44 846 816 

Fees written off 765 700 635 

Website expenses 577 419 495 

Hall & equipment hire 474 1,327         -

Miscellaneous 2,626 3,264 3,802 

75,775 71,102 81,804 

operating income 6,341 12,775 6,718 

non-operating income & expenses

Interest income 3,896 5,010 6,723 

Depreciation expense (10,107) (9,884) (4,502)

 net SuRPLuS 130 7,901 8,939 
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BAlAnCE SHEET AS AT 30 SEPTEMBER 2014

financial report

2014 2013 2012

ASSETS $ $ $

Cash & Receivables

Bank balance 35,832 30,957 10,292 

Term deposits 117,528 113,633 124,611 

Prepayments         -         - 1,775 

Debtors 5,500 1,500 6,000 

158,860 146,090 142,679 

other Current assets

Merchandise stock on hand 4,665 8,146 4,925 

4,665 8,146 4,925 

non-Current assets

Equipment at cost 42,081 40,561 32,721 

less: accumulated depreciation (25,719) (15,926) (8,742)

Equipment at written down value 16,362 24,635 23,979 

TOTAl ASSETS 179,887 178,871 171,583 

lESS: lIABIlITIES

Current Liabilities

Payables 5,161 4,275 4,888 

TOTAl lIABIlITIES 5,161 4,275 4,888 

 Net Assets 174,726 174,596 166,695 

accumulated Surplus

Surplus - brought forward 174,596 166,695 157,756 

Surplus - current year 130 7,901 8,939 

 totAl AccumulAted surplus 174,726 174,596 166,695 
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sponsorship report

We are extremely fortunate to have the continued financial support of our sponsors. The costs 
associated with running the club are significant and the generous contributions from our financial 
sponsors allow us to keep a cap on registration fees to help keep as many boys in the game of 
rugby as possible.

As a club, we urge all players and their families to support all the businesses that support our 
club. Without their support, our club could not operate as it does.

If you are interested in associating your business with our fantastic club, then please do not 
hesitate to call me, as we have an option to suit most budgets.

Firstly, I would like to thank Macquarie leasing for their continued support in 2014. They have 
been a loyal supporter of the Harlequins since 2010 and this year committed to a further three years 
with the club.

I’d like to welcome on board for 2014 Toshiba, a leading innovator in electronics, and thank them 
for their commitment this season.

Another new sponsor warmly welcomed to the club is Freshies Restaurant at the Harbord 
Beach Hotel.

And special mention to More4life Financial Services, who kindly had a bar tab open for attendees 
of this year’s annual social event at the Diggers.

lastly, I would like to thank Dee Why RSl, who returned as a sponsor and plan to remain a 
sponsor in 2015, along with the other sponsors already mentioned.

On behalf of all the Harlequins players and supporters, I extend a big thank you to all our sponsors! 
We look forward to continuing a strong relationship this year and beyond.

Barry Smyth, Sponsorship Coordinator
Ph 0403 060 209

2014 2013 2012

SPonSoR $ $ $

Toshiba 6,000 - -

Macquarie leasing 5,000 5,000 5,000

Dee Why RSl Club 4,000 4,500 9,000

Freshies Restaurant, Harbord Beach Hotel 1,000 - -

Freshwater Community Bank branch of Bendigo Bank - 4,000 4,000

lJ Hooker Freshwater - 2,000 4,000

Fuji-xerox - - 1,500

Freshwater Financial Services - - 1,000

16,000 15,500 24,500 
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referee report

tHe man in tHe middLe

now in its sixth season, the Saturday morning Refereeing Kids Rugby program 
continues to thrive. The Harlequins club now has 10 teenagers regularly refereeing 
on Saturday mornings: Jack Kewin-laurie, Daniel Hayman, Cameron Prince, Tom 
Herbert, liam Davidson, Max Douglas, luke Downman, Cameron Pitts, Tim Brigden 
and luke Ratcliff, with myself there most weeks to provide feedback, advice and 
regular pats on the back. Most of these boys are already up to the task of refereeing 
older age groups and I expect they will make that step up next season.

The Harlequins club also has five guys (some young and some not-so-young) 
who regularly referee on Friday evenings, Saturdays and Sundays for our U10 and 
older age groups: Troy Andrew, Rohan Hedge, Cameron Foley, Max Douglas and 
myself. This number is down a little on prior years, mostly due to the fact that young 
adults live very busy lives, so they find it difficult to fit refereeing in around work and 
study commitments – oh yeah, and their active social lives!

This highlights the need for us to be constantly attracting new referees and 
assistant referees into our ranks. On that score, we still need more adult referees 
for the older age groups from U10 to U12. So that means getting more dads - and 
mums - accredited so they can be the man - or woman - in the middle.

After starting in 2003 as a very nervous referee (an ex-leaguie who didn’t really 
even know the laws of rugby), I’m now the bloke whose recreational hobby is refereeing 
kids rugby. It’s what I do for fun and I’m sure there are plenty more Harlequins parents 
who would enjoy it just as much as I do.

The initial Refereeing Kids Rugby accreditation course is only three hours and 
is held each year in March, April and May. Then you do an open-book online test at 
home. If that sounds pretty easy, that’s because it is!

I hope we get more Harlequins mums and dads - and teenagers - taking part 
next season. If you’re interested, please give me a call so we can get you registered 
and accredited. Then you too can get out there in the middle in 2015.

Go the Harlequins!

Chris Hedge, Referee Liaison Officer
Ph 0405 149 365

Hedgey - as comfortable with a microphone 
as he is with a whistle.

2014 2013 2012

SPonSoR $ $ $

Toshiba 6,000 - -

Macquarie leasing 5,000 5,000 5,000

Dee Why RSl Club 4,000 4,500 9,000

Freshies Restaurant, Harbord Beach Hotel 1,000 - -

Freshwater Community Bank branch of Bendigo Bank - 4,000 4,000

lJ Hooker Freshwater - 2,000 4,000

Fuji-xerox - - 1,500

Freshwater Financial Services - - 1,000

16,000 15,500 24,500 
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undeR 6 BLue

The U6 Blues were a fantastic bunch who 
played with great enthusiasm and joy - 
exactly what sport should be about at 
this age. The whole team got along very 
well, despite the mix of Australian, Welsh, 
Kiwi and English backgrounds, as did 
the parents, who enjoyed the odd social 
occasion during the season.

Statistically the season was amazing, 
every game ending in a draw, with Player 
of the Day and Skill of the Week honours 
also shared pretty much evenly over the 
18 rounds. Unbelievable!

A special thanks to Head Coach Cam 
Patterson and his able lieutenant Mick 
Holden, who gave up so much of their 
time for our boys. The improvement in 
the boys’ understanding of the game and 
basic skill levels was amazing and they 
all clearly loved training and playing - a 
real tribute to their coaches.

A quick summary of each boy’s season:

Beau ‘Crazy eyes’ Patterson - quick and aggressive, 
this demon tagger set the defensive standard for the 
team. Also knows his way to the try line. One to watch 
in future, particularly when he is finally allowed to tackle.

Carter ‘the Howitzer’ Howison - A big improver, he got 
stuck in each week and put in some great performances, 
particularly towards the end of the season. One of the 
best listeners in the team. Could go far.

eddie ‘McCaw’ Stephens - Played to the very edge 
of the offside law, like the skipper of his favourite team. 
Improved a lot and enjoyed every minute of training 
and playing, although needs to work on his discipline.

Harley ‘Mad dog’ Munnings - loved all the trappings 
of rugby, particularly post-match snakes and woollen 
headgear when things got chilly. Showed his true ability 
when a visit to the lego Expo was on the line.

Harrison ‘Hilton’ Sinton - Hard to tell these guys apart 
and they’re not even twins! narrowly avoided a nudie 
run by scoring his first try in the second last game, then 
promptly scored a couple more. Watch out Canberra.

team reports

showed his true ability when a visit to 

the lego expo was on the line. 

,

Hilton ‘Harrison’ Sinton - The older of the Sinton boys, 
he was one of the more consistent performers and 
always tried his heart out. Again, has all the skills and 
a real love of the game. Hopefully ends up representing 
the Wallabies, not England.

Mack ‘the Knife’ Chisholm - Part of an impressive 
dance trio with Eddie and Harley at the start, Mack was 
slicing through the defence by the end and would go 
close to Most Improved Player (if we had such an award).

oliver ‘twist’ Mcdonald - One of the keenest 6-year-
old rugby players going around. Made fools of numerous 
defensive screens with his speed and patented sidestep. 
Still owes me a snake for a bet on the last Bledisloe Cup. 
Keep an eye on this boy, unless he is poached by AFl.

Patrick ‘the Hat trick’ Holden - Took a while to find 
the try line, but did so with a hat trick, then a couple of 
doubles soon after. Always wears a smile on his dial and 
puts in 100%. An important, popular member of the team.

taj ‘the Starr’ Scarr - With a blistering turn of pace 
and a great step, on some days he just toyed with the 
opposition. Another one to watch.

All the best for 2015 boys. Remember to listen to your 
coaches and enjoy your rugby!

Hadyn Stephens, Manager
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undeR 6 MaRoon

This season saw plenty of tries, tears, water fights, 
half-time orange-peel mouthguards, games of bullrush, 
tree climbing, wrestling, post-match snakes, sausage 
sizzles and general goofing around. Such is the lot of 
an U6 rugby team.

TV highlights of last-minute cover tackles and tries 
scored in the corner clearly filtered through to the players 
as we witnessed plenty of fullbacks in defence and most 
of our tries were scored in the corner, irrespective of 
the location of the nearest defender. I feel for the goal-
kickers of the future.

While some of the boys picked up the concepts a 
little quicker than others, by mid-July we really started 
to hit our straps as a team and put in some top-shelf 
performances.

They were a terrific bunch of boys (well, most of the 
time) and - along with kicking off their rugby careers - 
they started to form a number of friendships, which was 
great to see. The players in a nutshell:

Harley Bennett – The veteran of the side and a quiet 
leader. As one of the boys said during a game in August: 
“Our team is really good because we’ve got Harley.” 
You can’t beat that.

tyler Brown – Has outstanding kicking and passing 
skills for someone his age. One of about five players 
who felt most comfortable at fullback. This left us a 
little light up-front on occasion, but our cover defence 
was amazing.

Paddy donnan – One half of 'Team Donnan', Paddy was 
recipient of the very occasional preferential ref’s call. 
Forever smiling, always polite and a keen exponent of 
the post-match water fight - which seemed like a good 
idea in May, less so in August.

oscar donnan – Mr Excited managed to score 98% of 
his many, many tries from within 3m of the try line. never 
far from the action, a spot in the back row beckons; the 
apple hasn’t fallen far.

Harrison Fear – Where pace was lacking, effort wasn’t. 
The Dodger always put in 100%, then found a bit more 
when needed. One of the real pleasures throughout the 
season was seeing how excited he got when it was time 
to play a game of rugby with his team-mates.

6
Lachlan Hammond – Gliding pace, cheeky grin and one 
of our top long-range try-scoring merchants. You could 
bank on an early try from lachie to get the Maroons off 
to a good start, which proved critical for team morale.

tom northcote – Outstanding in defence, despite giving 
up age and body mass to most opponents. Full contact 
can’t come soon enough for Tom. Opposition players 
be warned: behind the smile lies the next Ilivasi Tabua.

Patrick oake – Run-ins with referees undoubtedly lie 
ahead. Super competitive, pace to burn with the ball in 
hand, and great cover defence while slotting in at his 
favourite position... no second guesses where.

Finn Stanley – Hit his straps towards the back end of 
the year once he worked out the difference between a 
sideline and the try line. One highlight was his defensive 
effort after the half-time horn... against an entire team!

Will Stewart – Training wasn’t his strong point, but 
come game day he surprised many, most of all himself, 
with plenty of weaving runs and bone-rattling defence.

I had help from a number of parents, which made the 
coaching task all the more pleasurable. Thanks to 
Saul Brown (Manager), luke, Mick and Alison Donnan 
(Assistant Coach), Mark northcote (before he took cover 
from the boys by joining the navy) and special mention 
to Matt Oake for coming down most training sessions 
and helping to wrangle our 10 obedient little players 
who always do exactly as they’re told...

Adam Stanley, Coach
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team reports 6

undeR 6 WHite

White lightning - what a team!
Our coach Matt is real keen
To see us become Wallabies one day
Since we've got such talent and love to play.

Antony runs faster with tongue in cheek,
Harry is a tackling machine, week after week,
They all play hard, especially Seb, Tom and Sam,
Who concentrate for as long as they can.

Ollie and Oscar often swap sides,
James and Ayden take the game in their stride,
Owen is tough, he likes to run for the line,
Koby may forget his boots, but still plays fine.
When Zade runs, his hair swirls behind him
All such good sports, it’s no wonder we win!

Jason helps Matt coach, the boys really love him,
Our parents are troopers, with laughter they brim,
The boys are polite, a great team we make,
But most important of all… John, don’t forget the snakes!

Monique Esplin, Manager

U6's training 
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6 7

undeR 7 BLue

This season saw the boys consolidate the skills they learned in their 
first season of tag in the U6s. The entire skill set was evident early on - 
running, passing, tagging, arguing…

later in the season we switched to tackle, which all the boys enjoyed 
immensely and took to with great gusto. Cooper, Teddy, Felix, Joshua, 
Oscar, George, lachlan, Zack and Otis performed with distinction and 
all look set for a big future in rugby.

Thanks to Paul, Vince and Bill, who did a great job coaching this team.

Kit Lowe, Manager

,
"remember that rugby is a 

team game. 

all 14 of you - make sure 

you pass the ball to Jonah." 

anonymous fax to the new Zealand rugby team 
in 1995 before they played england, a game in 

which Jonah Lomu became a rugby legend.
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undeR 7 MaRoon

This was the second year of minis rugby for the Maroon 
team, who were fortunate enough to keep the whole 
side from a very successful 2013. And didn't they pick 
up where they left off! A little bit older, faster and a lot 
more of an idea about what they were doing, the boys 
started well and just got better all season. new skills 
such as scrums and lineouts were practiced and quickly 
mastered.

But the hallmark of this side has always been 
defence. Opposition teams would often find themselves 
going backwards under smothering defence, which saw 
quite a few questionable tries awarded, purely to avoid 
total humiliation.

“That wasn’t a try - he went over the sideline, he 
dropped the ball and he was short of the line!”

“Well just let them have it, so they don’t get upset.”
The highlight of the year, without question, was 

the last four weeks with the introduction of tackle (and 
almost full rules). like every new element the boys faced, 
they trained early and enthusiastically, picking up new 
skills and techniques rapidly. When Tackle Day finally 
arrived, the boys were ready. And when they realised 
they could win the ball at any time, not just after the 
other team scored, they really got into it, stripping the 
ball and scoring at will. This allowed all the kids to get in 
and go for the ball and contribute to the next inevitable 

try. now it wasn’t just try-for-try, but a proper contest, 
and they loved it!

Another strength of this side was their support 
play. When the boys started winning opposition ball, 
the support fired, often scoring straight after a forced 
turnover.

As a coach, it’s so satisfying to watch something 
you have taught and practiced put into action, which is 
why I’m so proud of this team. They learned new skills, 
practiced them at training, and put them into action on 
the field. There are plenty of talented players in this side, 
but more importantly they play as a team.

I would like to thank the parents for their support 
through the year - it really means a lot. I’m not a 
professional coach, just an enthusiastic dad with a bit 
of footy background, a booming voice and a desire to 
get my son away from the screens inside and do some 
running around outside. So I declare season 2014 a 
raging success. let’s do it again next year!

Steve Rudd, Coach

team reports
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The Mighty Whites had a fantastic second season. We 
warmly welcomed three new players into the fold and 
I was pleased to see these new boys quickly gel with 
the rest of the boys from last year.

Having the Waratahs going so well makes it easier 
to coach and cajole. We encourage the boys to run it 
straight and hard like Cliffy, get as fit as Phipps, pass 
it like Kurtley and of course everyone wants to be like 
Izzy. long may it continue.

We found our feet in the first few weeks and started 
to see improvements over last year: balls were caught 
from kick-offs, our running was straighter and more 
passes were thrown and caught. We even saw one 
outrageously good dummy, resulting in us scoring 
untouched under the posts, with great joy from players, 
coaches and parents.

July arrived and the school holidays were over. 
Mouthguards were back in place and the tackling 
began in earnest, along with a proliferation of clichés 
from coaches and parents. Yes indeed, the touchline 
is the best defender in the game. And no, they can’t 
run without legs.

Enjoyment levels, both on and off the field, increased 
markedly with the advent of tackling. The boys took to it 
like demons in week one, backed off a little in week two, 
then really started to get the hang of it in the final two 
weeks of the season. We look forward to a full season 
of ‘proper rugby’ next year.

Simon Dudley, Coach

7,
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The season started where we left off in the U7s, with the team very much looking 
forward to their first full season of tackle, and with a couple of new players in the 
team. Some players approached tackling with gusto, some with trepidation, however 
throughout the year their technique and approach improved and by the end of the 
season every player was contributing well to the defensive effort, and looking to get 
hold of the ball when we attacked.

Although there was no official scoring for our games, aside from Gala Days, the 
boys were all acutely aware of tries scored and who had ‘won’ the game.

I can honestly say I was very proud of the way the team played this year, 
especially some of the teamwork. It’s a lot harder once tackle is included to ensure 
everyone gets a decent amount of ball and for them to score a try, but thanks to the 
aforementioned teamwork and some selfless play, every player managed to score 
during the season - just some more than others!

As other teams improve, we’ll need to get a lot better at passing the ball, rather 
than relying on individual brilliance to win out. This was more clear for the guys who 
took part in the Gala Days, where competition was a lot more fierce than in normal 
Saturday games.

All in all, it was a great season, even with the rain at the end of the season, but 
at least this gave the kids what was apparently a highlight - training in the rain! They 
wouldn’t think it such a treat if they’d grown up in the UK.

I look forward to seeing all the boys return next year for 10-a-side rugby and the 
start of being more positional on a week-to-week basis.

Craig Poynton, Coach

team reports
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2014 was a phenomenal year for the mighty U8 Harbord 
Blues. Most of the boys had played together in previous 
years under the coaching prowess of Ryan 'Cleanout' 
Blieden, with the team bolstered by a few additional 
recruits from overseas and locally.

The team was very fortunate to have a great balance 
of potential forwards and backs. Boys such as: Will 
(Cleanout King), James S (Smiling Enforcer), Ashton 
(Iceman), Finn (Terroriser) and Ethan (Thoroughbred) 
ensured no tries were scored up the middle, and 
opposition players trembled when these big boppers 
had the ball in hand.

As the year evolved - and after 300,000 reminders 
from the coach - the cleanout ball came fast for nippy 
halves Kai (Bone Rattler) and Hugo (Speedy Illusionist), 
who showed great vision and skill to either take their 
chances in beating the opposition or feeding their 
hungry backs.

Once in the backs, Coby (Mr Razzle Dazzle), Owen 
(Baby, I was Born this Way), Andrew (Shimmy Shimmy 
Woosh) and James A (All Rounder) showed great speed 
and agility in a clear demonstration of how rugby is 
played in heaven, making great runs both through traffic 
and in open space.

This team of potential Wallabies showed opposition 
teams how to work together with hard-hitting defence 
and great team tries scored from anywhere on the field.

With plenty of point-scoring capability, the focus 
was to improve our tackling and to overcome a trait 
bred into all of us when we see a ball on the ground: 
grab it and go yourself! The cleanout was drilled into the 
boys at every practice session, and great discipline and 
understanding was displayed, resulting in very cohesive 
training sessions that had a distinct resemblance to the 
great game of rugby. On game day, residents of the 
various suburbs on the northern beaches took it in turns 
to be woken by the dulcet and seemingly amplified pleas 
from the Coach: “ClEAnOUT!!” A work in progress...

Speaking of the coach, it was said that some 
spectators came to Blues games just to watch Coach 
Ryan in action. Hobbling through games like the old 
rugby warhorse that he is, battling muscle strains, the 
impact of many post-rugby beers and on one occasion 
tripping over while running backwards and performing 

8
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a perfect backward roll before springing to his feet - the 
complete Super Coach!

We were fortunate to have a great bunch of kids who 
gelled very well and made the season very enjoyable for 
all involved. Thank you to the very passionate parents, 
who dragged their young prodigies out of bed on 
Saturday mornings and got them to the game in time, 
most of the time, with mouthguards at the ready. The 
Blues get such great support and the parents are all 
great ambassadors for the great Harbord Harlequins 
Rugby Club!

Ryan Blieden, Coach
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The 2014 season was a huge step forward for 
the Rooooooooooooons. It was a full year of 
taaaaaaaaaaackle; the game of catch and kiss was 
finally behind us. Once again all our veterans from last 
year returned for another season. We also received a 
pleasant injection of speed, power and agility with some 
new players, who slotted into the team very well, and it 
was great to witness their enthusiasm to understand 
the game ASAP.

On our day, we were one of the best U8 teams on 
the northern Beaches. Some players would tackle 
themselves into a coma with technique that you just 
can’t teach - they were naturals! Then there were boys 
who were always at the breakdown first, fighting it out 
for the ball and always found at the bottom of the ruck, 
sampling the mud - future loose forwards I reckon.

like most teams, we had the speed specialists: the 
razzle-dazzlers, future outside backs who were happy 
to see others do the tackling and mud-eating. They 
understood their talent and where their energy was best 
spent. These boys we called the Fringers - waiting on the 
fringe of the ruck for the ball to pop out, then swooping 
on it like a seagull on a chip, and roaring their way to 
the try line, diving from three metres out to score the try! 
Once back on their feet, the mandatory comb would be 
pulled from the sock and appearances recalibrated. Yes, 
true Backs are born, and we wouldn’t change a thing 
about them. Which is what’s great about rugby - there's 
a position for everyone.

team reports
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It was a great season. Every boy was polite, keen at training 
and played his hardest on game day. They were simply a 
great bunch of kids. I am quietly confident we will have an 
even better season next year because we laid such a great 
foundation this year.

Go the Harlequins!

Matt Oake, Co-Coach

PS. ClEAn OUT!!
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With both trepidation and courage, the Mighty 
Whites embarked on their 2014 season. Their short 
experience of tackling last season, almost forgotten, 
had given them some insight into what they needed 
to do to compete in the big time. They knew they 
had a long way to go. They needed to develop a 
whole raft of new skills and they needed to build 
their inner strength. Most of all, they needed to start 
playing as a team.

At the start of the season, they were perhaps 
at their most courageous. leading the charge from 
the front were Ollie and Felix, taking on all comers, 
no matter how big, with great enthusiasm. But after 
a couple of heavy defeats, the whole team began 
to realise they needed more than a couple of strong 
players to perform well.

They doubled down at training, working on their 
tackling, cleaning out and support play. The coaches, 
Jason Pitkeathly and myself, didn't hold back, pushing 
them hard week after week, while team manager lyndsay Hendry 
made sure they were there for every game and training session.

The team responded. Ash and lachie started to show their true 
potential, taking the opposition head-on. Isaac and Tristan started 
to demonstrate their ability to run and break through tackles to score 
tries. Angus, with his jinky runs, and Fin, with his out-and-out pace, 
started piling on the points. Austin and Caelan, two of the fastest, 
showed great commitment with their support play, scoring quite a 
few tries as a result.

As the season progressed, so did the team, working together 
and working for each other - cleaning out, running off the ball, and 
supporting and trusting each other. By the end of the season, this 
was no ramshackle U8s team worried about tackling; this was a team 
ready for the big time of U9s rugby in 2015.

The boys did their coaches and manager proud by taking on 
teams bigger than themselves and winning, week in and week out.

Special mention to the parents, whose support through the season 
made this transformation possible.

The Mighty Whites - mighty at the start, and so much mightier 
by the end. What a season! 

Colin Cardwell, Co-Coach
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undeR 8 gReen

Another year draws to a close and we look back on what 
was a great season for the U8 Green Machine. While 
some boys were playing their fourth or fifth seasons 
together, we also welcomed some new and returning 
members to our team. We set about getting to know 
one another and building those important relationships 
that make a good team. U8s and fulltime tackling was 
also an exciting prospect and something everyone had 
been looking forward to all summer.

Once the season was underway, we watched the 
boys develop their individual and team skills week by 
week. In each game, everyone had a great time, executed 
amazing tackles, slipped through the slimmest of gaps, 
threaded the ball through the smallest hole and scored 
amazing team and individual tries. Week after week, 
parents and supporters had as much fun cheering the 
boys on from the sideline as the boys had playing our 
great game on the field. Looking at the teams within the 
team, we need to acknowledge the players:

The Engine Room: lucas (the lionheart), nick (the 
Demolition Man), Cooper (the Cleanout King) and Asher 
(Mr Go Forward) led from the front all year. 99 times out 
of 100, you would see at least two or three of these guys 
up front, pumping their legs to drive the team forward. It 
was fantastic to watch our powerhouse forwards score 
tries, often with three or four opposition players hanging 
off them.

The Backs: Well, what can you say about 
the backs? Regular hair appointments and pre-
game lattes all sorted, our backs found a way 
to play their part. They got in and helped the 
forwards when needed, developed some great 
running, passing and tackling skills, and of 
course scored some great tries to cap it off. 
Ollie (Try Machine), Kai (Mr Defence), Alec (the 
Axe), Harley (Pocket Rocket), James (Teflon 
Man) and Cameron (White line Fever) all played 
some great rugby and, like their men up front, 
enjoyed themselves and always played in the 
spirit of the game.

That just leaves the coaches - our fantastic and 
amazingly patient dads who did a great job teaching 
the boys new skills and getting them ready each week. 
Thanks to Rolf Cohen and nick Bridgewood for all the 
time and effort you put into our team again this year.

So that’s it for 2014. We can’t wait for season 2015 
- I’m sure it will come around quickly.

Wayne Reeve, Manager
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We came together to create a team
with victory far away, it seemed.

A real distracted rabble at first,
at King of the Hills our bubble burst.

That first loss made our voices hoarse,
so back to the drawing board, of course.

We had just one more chance of success,
hard work was the recipe, no less!

A few extra sessions to drill the skill,
Harlequins Cup our last chance to thrill.

We scraped through early on the day,
knocking ’em over to pave our way.

In the last pool games, we started to click,
teamwork and tackling did the trick.

Through to the semi and "Geez, they’re big",
the boys get worried: “Can we stop that big rig?”

They gathered in a circle and pulled in tight,
stared each other in the eye: “We’re up for the fight.”

Well what a performance, the boys shut them down,
then piled on the points, their belief was sown.

Now the final against Seaforth, who are so fast,
reigning Hills champs just two weeks past.

The mighty Harlequins warm up flat,
minds off with the fairies, so distracted like that.

Then just before running onto the field,
they connect in a huddle: “Our defence won’t yield.”

“This is our biggest game, it’s time to combine.”
And didn’t they deliver, oh boy did they shine!

What a performance, the rugby did flow,
U9s? no way! It was too good a show!

They swamped ’em and knocked ’em over and back,
the rucking was fearsome, the cleanout went WHACK!

The running, the passing, the drive forward was ace,
the tries started to flow, Seaforth must chase.

The boys lifted together, “no way will you pass”,
so our try line stayed clean, we had too much class.

We piled on the points, 38-0 was the score,
the final hooter sounded and loud the crowd roared.

The boys jumped for joy, wild happiness, “Yes, yes!”
Harlequins are champions, we’ve passed the big test!

an ode to HaRBoRd HaRLequinS 
u9 gaLa day teaM

Matt Dixon, Coach

8 9
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There once was a team named Gold,
After creating them, they broke the mould.

Josh came first, right down the wing,
Jed backing him up with his usual zing.
nic through the middle, straight over the ball,
Swearing ‘I don’t want a try at all!’

Ruben was there in the thick,
Ripping and snarling - if only we could kick.
Callum at the base of the scrum,
Always looking for that cheeky run.

This year anew came leroy, wow how he played,
A dodge and a dart, his enthusiasm never swayed.
Paddy tackling like a demon on the hunt,
His attack always pointed, never blunt.

Down in the thick you could always find Jake,
Proving his need for headgear wasn’t fake.

Jordy was a man with a plan:
I’ll just rip the ball and run straight at that man.
Jack, ‘Use those legs!’, we all cried from the side,
As his mother screamed and shouted out bribes.

team reports

And then there was James,
With a step so big, defenders wondered where he aims.
Fast and quick, with a dart and a dash,
And when it came to kicking, he gave it a good bash.

The coaches appreciated the efforts of all those above,
The boys from Gold, whom we all love.
And so it comes to pass, Gold will forever be
The number 1 team for Richard, Justin, Dave and me.

John Carroll, Manager
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In the U9 Blue team, we started with 12 registered 
players, but ended up with 11 after one left for the UK 
halfway through the season. Another boy suffered a 
fractured ankle (unrelated to rugby), so we were often 
reduced to 9 or 10 players and had to draw on boys 
from other Harlequins teams to field a side. Yet none 
of that had any impact on the way we played, turning 
out very strongly for every match. This was all the more 
remarkable given that one-third of the team were eligible 
to play U8s.

The boys were committed at training and improved 
with every game, showing real insight into the rules of 
rugby. Their understanding of play at the breakdown 
was truly inspiring and the move to U9s seemed to 
bring out the best in them in terms of tackling, passing 
and backing up the player with the ball. no player stood 
out more than another in terms of passion for the game 
and enthusiasm to compete. Each of them gained a 
thorough understanding of the U9s game and their 
individual roles on the field each weekend.

The boys played each game with a real sense of fair 
play and respect for the opposition and their team-mates. 
The players would often be seen helping a team-mate 
up from the ground or checking on an opposition player 
who might have been injured. They showed genuine 
respect for the young referees and the decisions made 
on the field. That was not just maturity, but a reflection 
of their wonderful parents who brought their kids to 

9
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training and games - rain, hail or shine - and who helped 
out at practice or on game day. The team was blessed 
with fantastic parents who supported not only their own 
sons, but the team as a whole, which contributed to the 
group’s overall development and successes.

Peter Gow, Coach
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undeR 9 MaRoon

This year was really productive, with all the boys 
improving in all aspects of their rugby.

Initially we had six players returning from last year, 
some having played together for three or more years. 
With the influx of six new players to rugby, the team 
improved each week.

We progressed especially well at the breakdown 
in defence, and saw good improvement in set plays, 
scrums and lineouts. With each game, it seemed the 
boys became more enthusiastic. Concentration levels 
improved and they stayed focused for the entire game.

Introducing positions in the forwards and backs 
helped this year. We saw a big lift in their understanding 
and knowledge of the game of rugby.

All in all, the coaches and managers couldn’t be 
happier with, or more proud of, the effort the players 
put in throughout the season.

Cameron Bennett & Ryan Davis, Coaches
Marty Lawson, Manager & Giles Stapleton, Age Group 
Manager

undeR 9 WHite

Rugby season 2014 started out with a few challenges 
for the Mighty Whites, since Cooper 'Don’t Call Me 
Baby Face' Cowen stayed in the U8s and Oisen 'Silent 
But Deadly' McKay moved to soccer to work on his 
kicking skills. With player numbers a bit tenuous, team 
management kicked into gear in the free agent market, 
bringing in a number of very capable players. Fortunately 
we had Matt 'The Factor' Dixon and Mike ‘Overflow’ 
Clancy installed as coaches, so were confidently 
anticipating a successful and enjoyable year.

The boys did a great job building on their skills from 
last year. They were enthusiastic at training (although 
not always attentive) and always played in the spirit of 
the game. There was even a hint of playing with some 
shape on the field. Most importantly, they all had a lot 
of fun. The future of community rugby is in good hands. 
The roster of the Mighty Whites:

Albert ‘Crazy legs’ Ingleton – building from last year, 
he became a master of pilfering loose ball and taking 
it forward. His decision-making was superb, knowing 
when to go wide and when to go up the middle, making 
him an offensive threat from anywhere on the field. Like 
Israel Folau, opposition coaches would assign three or 
four players to shut him down, to no avail.

Bailey 'Golden Boot' Foster – a pre-season transfer 
from Manly Roos, he made an immediate impact. His 
intuitive understanding of the game, tremendous ball 
skills and hard-nosed attitude were an asset to the team. 
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We could have nicknamed him 'Side Step', although they 
tended to be more of the Maori variety.

Ewen ‘The Tractor’ McBean – displayed the same 
physical presence as last year, while also showcasing 
his surprising speed. From chasing down wingers 
to dominating forwards, he was a valuable part of a 
dominant pack and will be causing headaches (and 
body aches) for opposition forwards for years to come.

Hugh ‘Goosestep’ Waddington – one of the shiftier 
ball-runners to come through the club in recent years, his 
platinum blond hair always made a distinct impression 
as he wove between grasping defenders, making it 
much easier for opposition coaches to identify which 
player had just shredded their defence.

Jack ‘All Black’ Rankin – also known as 'Hat Trick' 
Rankin. Do not let his size or demeanour lull you into a 
false sense of security. A committed defender, he is also 
very capable in attack (as demonstrated by multiple hat 
tricks) and is ferocious at the breakdown - a triple threat!

Jesse 'Cool Hands' Dixon – often lining up at first 
receiver, he was the playmaker of the group. Holding the 
ball out in front, taking on the defensive line, running hard 
to keep the defence in two minds and putting his outside 
backs into space, he has vision and ability not seen 
since Kurtley Beale was a schoolboy. We've been told 
he takes after his father, but no one really believes this.

levi ‘Tall Timber’ Smith – the thing about Tall Timber 
is, as the game wears on, it doesn’t get any smaller. 
Tremendous pace for a big man, he outruns other backs, 
physically dominates forwards and has vision for the 
game normally only seen in Grade. Chased by other 
clubs for his signature, we have managed to lock him 
down at the Harlequins for at least another two seasons.

'Big' levi Welsh – provided the team with another 
big forward, and Pete Rankin the opportunity to roll out 
a dad joke: “now we all have a new pair of levis”. The 
body of a front-rower, yet the grace, poise and vision of 
a fullback, he was a welcome addition to the team. Has 
a fantastic future at the club, most likely with a number 
less than 6 on his back (assuming we used numbers).

lio ‘les Blues’ Vichemont – maintained silky running, 
passing and breakdown work, while adding 'ball pilfering' 
to his repertoire. Opposition forwards often ran at him, 
hoping for easy passage, only to end up on the ground, 
or watching as lio scampered to their try line with ball 
in hand.

‘Iron’ nick Clancy – nick continued from last year 

with trademark aggressive running and breakdown 
work, making our boys very happy that he plays for the 
Whites. His passion for the game shows and he has the 
ability to make players around him lift in a way not seen 
since, well… ever!

Oscar ‘Rubber Man’ McMillen – went to a whole new 
level this year, with blinding speed, dazzling footwork and 
intensity at the breakdown. Almost impossible to bring 
down. We previously made comparisons with Michael 
Hooper, but now Tim Horan would be more appropriate.

Tom ‘The Assassin’ Porter – the player we counted 
on to dominate the opposition’s best players, both on the 
scoreboard and in the frequency with which they ended 
up on the ground. Watching this kid track opposition 
speedsters down the sideline and put them into touch 
is like watching a David Attenborough documentary.

It was another great season for the Mighty Whites, 
with all the boys developing excellent skills that should 
see them through to next year. The coaches and I really 
enjoyed our time with such a great group of boys and 
parents. I look forward to seeing everyone back next 
year with ongoing participation in a great sport within 
a fantastic community.

Brad ‘The Cat Herder’ McBean, Manager
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As this was our first year of graded rugby, many of the 
boys had never played together before. It was interesting 
to watch the dynamics in the first few games, with boys 
picking and choosing who they would pass to based on 
who they knew, rather than who was in the best position. 
This changed after a few weeks of training, as all the 
boys got to know each other and developed confidence 
in one another. Positional play started to take shape and 
the passing game quickly developed.

It was nearly a perfect season on the scoreboard, 
undefeated before the finals and finishing with 317 points 
for and 82 against. The boys showed pure determination 
in each game, with great strength in the forwards and 
great skills in the backs.

The finals were all won... except for the Big One! We 
played Chatswood for the third time in a row in horrific 
conditions. We were the last game of the day after six 
earlier games, so the paddock was a mud pit. We got 
over the line four times, only to be held up, or have the 
try disallowed. With just a few minutes on the clock, 
and the score at nil-all, Chatswood picked up a loose 
ball and scored to win 5-0. The look of devastation on 
the boys' faces told it all. But that’s rugby and when the 
dust settled (or rather the mud dried), the boys took it 
on the chin and found their smiles again. I'm sure it was 
a great learning experience and they will all look back 
on the season with great memories.

Thanks to the great coaches, the boys finished the 
year much better players than they were at the start. They 
became a cohesive team and a great group of mates. 
Thanks to the coaches: Damien Cummins, Brandon 
Ward and Dave Warneford.

Duncan Grady, Manager

team reports
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2014 was a great season for the U10 Blues. Coach Dan 
Simpson did a superb job to increase the skill level of 
the boys, all while making them feel good about their 
contribution to the team and giving them plenty of praise 
when deserved.

We started off in C grade, but after comfortably 
winning the first four games were promoted to B grade, 
which was a very tight competition. Only one side, 
Wahroonga, really stood above the rest and could 
easily have played in A grade. All the teams in B grade, 
except us, were the highest graded team for their club. 
While this shows the great depth of the Harlequins in 
U10s - winning five of the last nine U10A Premierships 
- it does mean hard yards for our second-string team 
in this age group.

Our match with Drummoyne saw some drama and 
fireworks, with the Drummoyne coach abusing the ref, 
then marching his boys off the field to forfeit the game 
with 10 minutes still on the clock. I don’t think we’ll be 
seeing too much more of that coach.

We had a number of big boys in our pack, so 
the scrum was solid and the boys often pushed the 
opposition off the ball and won numerous tight heads. 
And with some tall timber at the front, we rarely lost a 
lineout, even on the opposition throw. The rucking and 
mauling at the start of the season was sloppy, but by 

thanks to the great 

coaches, the boys finished 

the year much better players 

than they were at the start. 

they became a cohesive team 

and a great group of mates.
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2014 was a year that can be best described as Before 
and After.

We started the season with a lot of boys who had 
never played before, while those boys who had played 
were a little disillusioned that the team would be playing 
in F grade. However, with a lot of drill work, along with 
plenty of yelling and screaming, the boys moulded into 
a team that played to its strengths and achieved a lot.

The team’s best win was in the Plate Grand Final, 
beating Lindfield 43-0. This was achieved despite having 
drawn with Lindfield in both the games played against 
them this season. This big win reflected how far the team 
had come in a season that could best be described as 
a proud, winning and satisfying one.

Every player found something in themselves that 
they did not have at the start of the season.

Alison Walker-Powell, Manager

U10B Blue

U10F maroon

the end of the year the forwards were really ripping in at 
the cleanout and using their body height and strength 
to advantage.

The backs managed to spin the ball wide and plenty 
of tries were scored by the wingers. The five-eighth 
also developed a strong kicking game as the season 
wore on, which worked to our advantage. There were 
no weak links and the defence was very solid. In plenty 
of games, we defended our line for lengthy periods to 
hold the opposition out.

Despite finishing fifth, we always felt we had a chance 
of winning the comp, but unfortunately were outplayed 
in the final game of the season by competition leaders 
Wahroonga.

David Walsh, Co-Manager
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The Golds had a great year, albeit 
with salary cap constraints often 
limiting our numbers to just one 
reserve, if we were lucky. Some of 
the tries we scored during the year 
were simply outstanding. It was not 
uncommon for more than eight sets 
of hands to touch the ball in length-
of-the-field try-scoring efforts.

Most noticeable was that we 
had a very skilful pack, with Big Al 
terrorising the opposition with ball in 
hand, followed by the no-nonsense, hard-running Jordan 
and the brutal Oz, who played with a fierce passion. The 
brutes were backed up by tireless workers, including 
Ryan, Myles and Tommy, who played well above their 
weight and did a lot of the hard, dirty work. We are forever 
grateful to Connor for selflessly bringing spark and grit 
to the pack, when in fact he has all the skills and talent 
to star in any backline.

Our backline was often electric to watch. Kobe 
became the consummate cattle dog in goading the 
forwards to work harder, before flinging the ball out 
to the backs. The Jedmeister was always inventive 
and made some memorable punishing tackles. Our 
speedsters Andy and Roman were the antithesis of 
each other - one pure speed, guile and an intuitive 
sense of where to be, the other a reincarnation of the 
original guru, power and more power. Sam and Seb, 

two of the most intelligent players 
going around, were a pleasure to 
coach and both made outstanding 
and memorable breaks during the 
year. Isaac was our half-forward/
half-back, decimating teams when 
in his GI mood, a lad with as yet 
untapped potential.

We beat, and drew with, the 
leading teams in the comp, and 
bar some injuries etc at the wrong 

end of the season, we could have really made a dent, 
however the brand of footy played was a credit to the 
attitude of the boys.

A massive thank you to our superb manager Ali 
Davidson and great co-coach Rich Smith. Thanks also 
to all the parents who helped during the year.

Pete Walsh, Coach
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We had an interesting start to the season, with a number 
of players moving up to the Gold team and some new 
additions to our squad. This meant we ended up on 
the wrong end of some hefty scorelines in the first four 
games while playing in C grade. Fortunately we were 
then regraded into D grade, where we were much 
more competitive.

It was a season of highs and lows for the boys and 
the coaches, with some great wins and disappointing 
losses. We soon worked out that we weren’t very good 
at coming from behind on the scoreboard (with a couple 
of notable exceptions) and we also liked to score tries 
going downhill when playing at home!

Once again our player size was an issue, especially 
against big teams such as Hills and Hornsby, creating the 
challenge of playing with very little possession. A lack of 
players wanting, or able, to play in the forwards meant 
that some players were press-ganged into playing away 
from their preferred position, and I’d like to thank all the 
boys who helped out in this way. Another challenge was 
squad size, and we constantly had to rely on the goodwill 
of players from Gold or Maroon to boost our numbers, 
so special thanks to Ryan Crane, Seb Jones and Charlie 
Mulcahy for playing in our team so often, as well playing 
in their own team.

Highlights for me were some of the good tries we 
scored (a 105-metre try at newport was one of the 
standouts) and the team effort in going hard right to the 
end of the season, just missing out on the semis. All in 
all, the boys can be proud of their season and I hope to 
see them all back next year when we move to 15-a-side. 
Enjoy the summer break.

Craig Poynton, Coach
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My rugby coaching career began when Barry Smyth turned 
up with the team gear bag at my business two days before 
the first game and said, “You’re going to have to coach 
them. You’re all we’ve got.”

When I last played rugby 30 years ago, there were no 
gates and we rucked blokes off the ball with metal sprigs. 
My lack of current rugby knowledge and the thought of 
having to control 15 ten-year-old lunatics - and, even worse, 
dealing with their parents - had me seriously concerned. 
Thankfully, I need not have worried. They were a great 
bunch of kids and a delightful group of supportive, positive 
and fun parents. And luckily for me, my nephew Anthony 
Bergelin, fresh from playing eight years of rugby with Manly, 
agreed to assist me with the coaching.

Six of the team had never played rugby, so it was 
always going to be a tough season. As far as results go, 
it certainly was. We spent the first seven rounds getting 
flogged, although not through lack of trying. The kids had 
heart and pace, but lacked the basic skills of tackling, 
passing and protecting the ball.

Drill after drill of protecting our tackled player, and 
doing good cleanouts, started to pay dividends. Our 
tackling also improved immensely. We started recycling 
the ball and our speedy winger nathan Black was running 
in superb tries. Fletcher Gee and Jesse Blaikie, both quick 
and powerful runners, constantly smashed through the 
defence, scoring great individual tries. Saxon Reber set up 
the outside backs with strong running and great ball skills. 
With extra ball and room to move, Thomas Brown, Tully 
Stack and Matthew Camiller were making breaks all over 
the field and passing cleverly to gain valuable metres. At 
halfback, nelson Hill made quick, smart breaks, resulting 
in several tries, while his tackling was outstanding. Tully 
Stack also put over some great conversions.

The backs get the glory, but the real work is done in 
the forwards. Ryland Havenstein, Kieran Deane and Jed 
langby muscled up in the front row and won much-needed 
ball. Sam Tooth, Jesse Steele and Joe lord drove in hard 
to every breakdown and made strong runs. Playing in every 
forward position, Charlie Mulcahey was a great asset, a 
clever ball runner who made many breaks.

All the players showed great improvement as the 
season progressed. In the last four rounds, we only lost 
by a conversion or two against the same teams that had 
flogged us earlier in the year. Anthony and I are very proud 
of the boys for their guts and determination and for never 
giving up, and we hope they all back up next year.

A special thank you to Katrina Black for her outstanding 
job as manager and to Brian Black and Todd Steele 
for sideline duties. Thanks to all the parents for getting 
the players to training and games on time, and for their 
positive feedback and support for the job we were doing. 
I’m sure our contract won’t be renewed, but Bergo and I 
thoroughly enjoyed the gig and we hope the players did 
too. Go the Maroons!

Andrew Hill, Coach

 U11d Blue

 U11F maroon
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2014 was another exceptional year for this talented team. 
Of the team’s three Grand Final wins, this was perhaps 
a little more special as it needed the boys to adapt to 
proper 15-a-side rugby. To create a squad of 20, we also 
had six new boys - four from last year’s Blue team and 
two new players to the club. It was clear early on that 
the new boys were not just going to fit in, they would 
add a lot of quality on and off the field, and they were 
immediately welcomed by the current players.

We knew we had to change our game slightly this 
season to accommodate the three extra positions - 
flankers and fullback - and to try to keep ahead of the 
competition. Once again the boys adapted quickly and 
continued to improve from last year. The result was 
another undefeated season.

What was pleasing with the group was their ability 
to work hard for each other and play the game in the 

right spirit. They always 
put the team structure and 
culture ahead of individual 
rewards.

In the semi-finals, they 
defeated arch rivals Manly 
Roos 32-5 to book a place 
in the Grand Final against 
the new boys on the block, 

the Western Raptors. If anyone saw this team, they would 
agree our boys were outsized by a ratio of 2:1 per player. 
But our boys had a point to prove against the Raptors, 
since many of their players were in the Penrith side 
that won the State Champs against our Manly Marlins.

The plan in the Grand Final was to come out of the 
blocks fast and run their big boys around. It worked 

a treat, with a half-time lead of 29-0 and a full-time 
score of 48-27. A highlight was seeing all the boys - 
from both teams - forming a circle to pray at fulltime. 
Another was seeing all three of our props scoring a try 
during the match!

This year saw a heavy representative schedule for 
most of the boys, with 16 of the 20 boys in the team 
playing for the Marlins rep teams. Many of the boys were 
also picked in various school rep teams.

As with last year, we were able to give some of the 
boys from the Blue team a run and they all performed 
really well. Thank you to those boys for helping out. 
Hopefully the experience holds them in good stead 
for next year.

A big thank you to team manager Katrina Martin for 
keeping us organised, Dan Gartner as physio and water 
runner, and Jason little’s invaluable input at training and 
on game day. Thank you to all the parents for running 
around getting the boys to games and training. It’s a 
really good group, making it all the more enjoyable.

lastly and most importantly, thank you to the boys. 
You are a special group, not only skilful and talented, but 
also a pleasure to coach and a real credit to yourselves, 
your family and your club. Enjoy a well-earned rest 
over summer!

Rob Gallacher & Cameron Douglas, Coaches

team reports
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It is difficult to argue that the U12 Blues did not 
overachieve this season. After mixed early results, once 
the competition proper started, it looked like the side 
would do it very hard in a C grade brimming with ‘A’ 
teams. The side began by winning games, mostly by 
the narrowest of margins, building momentum bit by bit.

These early wins weren’t pretty; they were based 
primarily on a never-say-die defensive effort. In one 
game against Dural, a last ditch ‘Greganesque’ tackle 
to deny a try after the final whistle helped us secure 
a 5-nil win. This defensive strength was fortified by a 
great team bonding event, where we saw the Waratahs 
in action at the SFS, compliments of Rochelle Robinson 
and the Marlins.

A turning point of the season was the 15-0 win over 
an aggressive Roos team at Keirle Park, where the 
side discovered that front foot ball, and speed to the 
breakdown, could make up for size inadequacies. Soon 
after, the backs began to play with more consistency 
and confidence. Against Dee Why, for example, a ‘rangy’ 
backline move literally parted the opposition waters, 
resulting in a magically clear path to the line and a try 
right under the posts. Perhaps the crowning glory was 
the 35-0 away win against Hawkesbury, where our ball 
retention and patience was simply outstanding, leading 
to a six-try rout at the back end of the game.

Going into the semis, some players were unavailable, 
but with a hardworking pack and skilful backs, the 

12

team remained confident. Unfortunately, the opposition 
teams had beefed up (literally) and the Blues went down 
in the major semi to newport, then to Hawkesbury 
in the preliminary final. Although these losses were 
disappointing, the boys never gave up and showed 
their true character with gutsy and heroic performances 
against bigger teams.

Thanks for the support of the parents, our amazing 
manager Ryan Blieden, trainer Jason Hatvany and 
U12A coach Rob Gallacher for helping at training from 
time to time.

Philip Reid, Coach

these early wins weren’t pretty; 
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This was a season of firsts for the U12 Maroons. Lots of 
the boys were playing rugby for the first time. We also had 
a first-time coach and a first-time manager. Fortunately, 
we also had the wise guiding hand of Ross Whitfeld, who 

played a coaching role in 
past seasons.

From our first training 
session, the boys’ 
enthusiasm was obvious. 
We had a great bunch of 
kids who were willing to 
learn, work hard and have 
fun. Training focused on 
getting the basics right 
and building the boys into 
a team.

What our boys lacked 
in size, they made up for 
with speed. no matter 
where they were on the 
field, they would run the 
ball, resulting in many 

long-range tries. The last try of the year was a perfect 
example – backing each other up to score a 90-metre 
try with the ball going through 10 players’ hands. It was 
a joy to watch!

The boys’ defence was first class throughout the 
entire season and our opposition always had to work 

no matter where they were 

on the field, they would run 

the ball. the last try of the 

year was a perfect example 

– backing each other up to 

score a 90-metre try with 

the ball going through 10 

players’ hands.

hard to cross our line. Our defence remained rock solid, 
so we never had a blow-out on the scoreboard.

Our forwards punched well above their weight and 
size. When we began playing contested scrums at the 
end of the season, we would win most scrums, including 
many against the feed.

Our backs scored tries that would make the All 
Blacks proud - quick hands, backing up and letting 
the ball do the work.

The team’s goal was to make the semi-finals, so 
we were very pleased to finish third on the ladder. The 
boys played well and hard, and the positive experience 
for both the players and parents made it worth all the 
hard work.

A big thanks to all the parents for their support. We 
had a great bunch of families and many dads helped 
out at both training and games. Special thanks to our 
ever-reliable linesman, Peter Hood.

With more wins than losses, I’m sure we’ll see a lot 
of the boys back next year and hopefully go one step 
further in the 2015 Grand Final.

Danny Carter, Coach & Ross Whitfeld, Co-Coach
Nerida Thorburn, Manager

12
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It was a year of ups and downs for the U13A Gold team. 
After some initial juggling of numbers, we welcomed into 
the team some new boys, who rose to the challenge and 
played some outstanding rugby this season.

The boys got off to a great start and our early season 
form was excellent. We won our first three games, then 
went down to Lindfield in round four in a nail-biting 
game. After the regrading, however, we lost the benefit 
of the first few wins.

At around this time, we experienced a number of 
injuries - some season-ending and some that continued 
to niggle throughout the season.

Another challenge facing us was the sheer size of 
some of our opponents. Physically it was tough for our 
boys, but what they lacked in size they made up for in 
sheer determination. They never backed down, even to 
some very big opponents.

A large group of our boys were selected in the U13 
Manly rep team. Unfortunately, two of them were injured 
and had to sit it out. The team competed well and went 
through undefeated in their pool, but their lack of size 
and the injury count let us down in the end and we 
finished fourth.

At the end of the season, we failed to make the 
semis, but the boys muscled up in every game and we 
couldn’t be more proud of them. It was tough on them to 
lose a few more than usual this year, but it fuelled them 
on even more and strengthened their bond as a team.

A huge thank you goes out to Meryl Campbell for 
her outstanding work as team manager, and to John 
Perego for his work as our game day manager. Grant 
Morrell, Tim Blank and Mark Zanon also deserve a 
round of applause for their efforts on the sidelines as 
our touchies. Big thanks to the great parent crew for 
their running around to and from training and games, 
and for their support throughout the season.

We cannot leave out the fantastic bunch of boys, 
most of whom have been together for a number of years 
now. It's been a pleasure to coach these boys and to 
see their enthusiasm and commitment. We look forward 
to seeing them all back on the field next year, hopefully 
with some extra kilos and a few extra inches on them! 

Saia Latu & Pete O’Shannessy, Coaches
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This year saw the creation of the Freshwater Vikings in 
the U14s. Harbord Harlequins merged with Manly Roos 
and Seaforth Raiders since each club had insufficient 
players to form a team. This meant we had a total of 
44 registered players. After a series of internal trials, 
we formed two teams, graded in B and D. Each club 
contributed coaches and managers to help run the 
teams. Reub Hudson was chosen as our home ground 
and training space.

A new Freshwater Vikings jersey was created, 
incorporating colours from each of the three clubs and 
emblazoned with a fierce Viking logo. These jerseys 
were generously provided by club sponsor Toshiba, in 
addition to their financial sponsorship. The boys loved 
this new jersey and wore it with pride. 

Early form was mixed, with both teams needing to 
understand new player combinations, and coaches 
needing to identify the right player for the right position. 
All the coaches worked hard to ensure the players 
enjoyed their football and focused on the joint goals of 
improving their individual skills and contributing to the 
team’s success.

As the season progressed, we saw two strong, 
competitive teams emerge. The Gold team worked hard 
all season, but without much luck. They finished the year 
on a high with some strong wins, but unfortunately left 
their run a bit late and just missed out on the finals. The 
Blue team, once regraded from D to E, had an even 
stronger season, but also fell short in the race for the 
finals, needing just one more win.

team reports

Ten players were selected for the Manly rep team, 
which performed well above expectations, and the 
Vikings boys acquitted themselves well at this level.

Congratulations to Will Abbey and Mitchell lockie, 
who received their 10-year Harlequins medals - not a 
bad achievement in the U14s!

While we didn't see any trophies this season, the 
Vikings became two skilful and dynamic teams, playing 
an expansive brand of rugby that was good to watch 
and that the boys enjoyed playing. Moving forward, the 
squad is already talking about the 2015 season, and with 
a little luck and the continued efforts of those involved, 
we should see even better results. Go the Vikings!

Paul English, Age Group Manager
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Well this team showed much promise and had some very 
good players. The opposing teams in B grade were strong, 
but we felt we could beat any of them if we played to our 
potential. Yet somehow we didn't quite get ahead on the 
scoreline in games we should have won, and these narrow 
losses proved costly in our quest to make the semis.

However I still rate the season a great success. We 
may have started slow, but once we started to click as 
a team we played some very good rugby. The Vikings 
boys were all here because they were the 'stayers' in their 
respective clubs - they were still playing because they 
love to play and were not yet ready to leave the game. 
So they were always going to enjoy their rugby - win, 
lose or draw - which is what we want to see more than 
anything else.

I really enjoyed coaching the boys and thank them for 
being part of this group. They were not always so good 
at listening, but then they are 14-year-old boys after all. 
I can say they were not here to waste their time - you 
could see they were all very keen to improve their skills 
and their performance as a team. And that is all a coach 
can ask for. Although actually I often did ask for more, 
and the boys always did their best to do what I asked.

Much credit must go to neil Barnett, who took charge 
of the backs. neil is an excellent coach and we were very 
lucky to have such a knowledgeable coach to show the 
boys what they needed to do. Once we were regularly 
getting over the advantage line in the backs and outfoxing 
the defence we had more success.

Thanks to all the dads who assisted, especially Pete 
Ellis for running the boys ragged at training, and Mania 

Marsters for his words of wisdom at training and games. 
Thanks to Paul English and Blithe Robinson for all the 
back room stuff required to get the Vikings off the ground, 
and to get the two teams on the paddock each week. 
I know this was a lot of work and really appreciate the 
effort they made to keep all our young men playing rugby.

Palale Semisi, Coach
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The start to our season was pretty haphazard. I remember 
turning up to coach our first game with almost no 
knowledge of the players, other than the five Harlequins 
from last year. I did know I needed a fly-half. Badly. I'd 
intended to play my own son there, but he'd been picked 
in the other team. "Who's keen to play five-eighth?" I 
asked hopefully, 11 minutes before kickoff, when all the 
players had finally arrived. "I will!", was the enthusiastic 
reply from a likely looking lad. "Hey, I like the sound 

of that", I said. "Have you 
played much at five-eighth 
before?" "never", he chirped 
happily. "Oh OK, so have you 
played much rugby before?" 
"never!", he repeated, just 
as enthusiastically. And he 
wasn't kidding.

Who would have 
guessed that within a few 
months we'd be playing 
some awesome footy, and 
having a ball while we did 

it. I would! Because I've seen it happen every year for 
the last 10 years that I've coached at this club. This is 
what keeps the boys - and their dads - coming back. 
When the pieces start falling into place, it's just so damn 
pretty to watch.

In the end we missed the finals by a whisker. We 

needed to win our last game against St Ives, but it 
was declared a washout just as we arrived. We played 
anyway, on the adjacent field, since its swimming pool 
was marginally smaller than the one on our allotted field! 
Despite the result not counting, or perhaps because of 
it, the game was a cracking, end-to-end, hard-fought, 
evenly-matched contest played in great spirit, and the 
boys came off totally spent, totally soaked - and I think 
totally stoked with how far they had come as a team.

It was a fun season. I especially enjoyed working 
with all the new dads from our joint venture at the squad 
training sessions. Echoing in my head is Palale's rolling 
call of "OVER!OVER!OVER!" (that's one word, by the way) 
whenever the forwards were tardy to the breakdown. 
And I'm sure the boys appreciated the quiet, wise words 
of backs coach neil Barnett, who was a great asset in 
developing their attacking game.

Thanks to my witty assistant coach Andrew Black 
(the 'Village Idiot' in our team photo above - his words, not 
mine), team manager Mark 'I've Got it Covered' Twidell, 
fitness trainer Pete 'No Pain No Gain' Ellis and squad 
manager Paul 'Moving Forward' English. Special thanks 
to the club's all-round guru Blithe 'I Know I Sound Pissed 
But I'm not' Robinson, and of course Colin House and 
the rest of the Harlequins committee for maintaining 
the platform to allow the magic to happen. 

We are all very proud of how well the boys played this 
year and hope they're keen for another crack next year.

Alan Abbey, Coach
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This squad has enjoyed many years of 
success during their time together and 
2014 was no exception. A number of 
new faces arrived as friends of current 
players. The coaching ranks were also 
bolstered with the inclusion of Brendan 
Joel 'BJ' Hartmann, a Manly 1st xV player with exposure 
to the Wallabies 7s scene, who joined us off the back of 
some coaching he did for the 7s squad that represented 
Manly last year in an overseas tournament.

For the past two years, the competition as a whole 
has been suffering as player numbers fall away with 
boys starting high school and becoming involved in 
different sports and activities. We've been fortunate 
enough to have a group of players and parents who are 
very supportive of the team, and have managed to keep 
things going, and wish to continue to do so next year too.

Our season started well enough with a strong win 
against Clovelly, but this was followed by a forfeit to Killara 
West Pymble when a number of our boys left early for 
school holidays or were ill. Once back from holidays, 
the team settled into a pretty decent run. We lost a few 
games we could have won, and won a few games we 
should have lost. However the most pleasing aspect was 
the way the team were developing their game.

Under the guidance of BJ, the backs found an extra 
yard of pace, coupled with a few extra moves, and we 
started to make good inroads into the opposition defence. 
likewise, the forwards elected to get to training half an 
hour earlier to spend more time on scrums and lineouts. 
This investment served us well and we frequently pushed 
around larger teams loaded with rep players.

All this hard work came to fruition in round 8 when we 
won away at Hunters Hill against a squad pretty much 
entirely comprising rep players. Our never-say-die attitude 
was outstanding and you felt at the final whistle the boys 
had really pulled together and bonded as a team. This 
win was followed by great results against Lindfield and 
Clovelly. The players were expressing themselves and 
working together as a team like we had never seen before. 
The rugby we were watching was fast, attractive, skilful 
and tactically aware.

The highlight of the season for many of us was a 
game we played under lights at Manly Oval. We had 
agreed to move a game against Clovelly as they were 
unable to field a side during the normal weekend fixture 
schedule and Manly were good enough to allow us to 
use the oval mid-week. The boys won a closely fought 
contest, but once again the striking aspect was the 
manner in which they bonded and drew strength from 
each other to get the result they deserved.

Soon after this game, the season started to splutter 
and cough! A round was washed out, then Lindfield were 
unable to field a team, so we won on forfeit. Therefore as 
we approached the finals, we found ourselves a bit short 
on match practice. Coupled with the loss of a number 
of players to season-ending injuries, our cohesive and 
attractive game plan started to creak and groan. The 
players never threw in the towel - they always fought to 
the last - but with a diminishing squad, the opportunity 
to further our credentials in the competition would prove 
to be a bridge too far.

The greatest success this season was the close bond 
the players developed as a group of friends. The players 
may go to different schools, but when they get together 
you can see the enjoyment they get from each other’s 
company. They stood strong in the face of adversity on 
the field and enjoyed their mateship off it.

I would like to sign off by thanking all the parents 
for their continued support, which means more to the 
players and coaches than they know, and also thank the 
management/coaching team of Andrew Sidery, James 
Haywood, BJ Hartman and Sean Richardson for their 
tireless efforts.

I’m looking forward to next year already!

Tim Herbert, Coach
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With 16 players registered for the Harlequins U16s this season, we 
decided to merge with Manly Roos, who had 10 players, giving us a 
squad of 26. This sounds like too many, but at times it was only just 
enough, as boys this age have lots of conflicting activities, plus the 
physicality of the game means there are injuries, and we had several 
broken bones.

last year’s merger partners, the Seaforth U16 side, folded because 
U16s rugby league is played on Sundays, which took away most of 
their players.

like last season, we played as Manly Barbarians, training and 
playing at Keirle Park. This was advantageous for us as this ground 
is never closed.

Again we had the issue of merging teams and individuals who 
had been rivals for years, but it didn’t take the boys long to forget the 
years of village club rivalry and combine to play an expansive style of 
rugby which always kept spectators entertained.

The boys started slowly, but had a great mid-season run, when 
most of our best players were available, to get into the semi finals.

About half the squad played for the 
Manly rep side and did extremely well, 
especially considering a number had 
never played rep rugby before.

Several players developed their skills 
and fitness considerably over the season. 
It was hard to pick the George Smith 
Award, with Mitchell Weir just edging 
out Jimi Smith. Jimi got the Team Player 
Award as he played anywhere he was 
asked and was versatile enough to be 
effective at prop, hooker, flanker and 
even centre. Isaac Williams came back 

to rugby after a few years out of the game and developed into a 
very effective and industrious second row and back row option, with 
an excellent lineout jump, and was a deserved winner of the Most 
Improved Award.

Four boys received their 10-year long service medals, which 
was great to see – Zach Harvey, Thomas Pizzie, nason Pybus and 
Cameron Signorini.

I had the good luck to coach with two Roos coaches, Murray Jonas 
and Nick Booth, both excellent technical coaches who definitely helped 
develop the skills of the Harlequins boys, and having three coaches 
made it much easier for all.

We hope all the players and families enjoyed the season as a 
merged entity and we hope to have enough boys back next season 
to go again.

Doug Signorini, Coach

a squad of 26 sounds like too many, but at 

times it was only Just enough, as boys this 

age have lots of conflicting activities, plus 

the physicality of the game means there are 

inJuries, and we had several broken bones.
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16

Harlequins Cup set up: How many blokes does it take to...?

U14E mud bath... What do you mean I'm not allowed in the car?

Manly Oval Minis Day - Ahhh, where do I go now?

U9s excitement... I think it's ticking!
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for the record

u6 Blue
Mack Chisholm

Patrick Holden

Carter Howison

Oliver McDonald

Harley Munnings

Beau Patterson

Taj Scarr

Harrison Sinton

Hilton Sinton

Edward Stephens

u6 Maroon
Harley Bennett

Tyler Brown

Oscar Donnan

Patrick Donnan

Harrison Fear

lachlan Hammond

Thomas northcote

Patrick Oake

Finn Stanley

William Stewart

U6 White
Sam Ashby

Owen Bamford

Antony Markram

Sebastian Matwejev

Tom O’Brien

Harry Parker

James Pearce

Zade Pitkeathly

Ollie Priddis

Ayden Toon

Koby Want

Oscar White

u7 Blue
Cooper Dickson

Zack Evans

Teddy Healy

Felix Hodkinson

Joshua lowe

Otis O’neill

lachlan Palazzi

Oscar Reeve

George Wright

u7 Maroon
Harry Ashby

Blake Davidson

Matthew Jarrett

George Pearce

Thomas Rudd

Charles Studden

xavier Walsh

Jasper Wish

U7 White
leonardo Anderson

Finlay Cardwell

noah Dudley

James Olde

Toby Robinson

Ollie Slade

Henry Troy

u8 gold
Barnaby Brown

Jake Cook

Angus McInnes

Finn Mulligan

Charlie Poynton

Andy Roberts

Sam Roberts

Joe Walsh

Abraham Whitfield

u8 Blue
Will Algar

James Ashby

Owen Blieden

Ethan Hammond

Finn Inchley

Andrew Kinghorn

Ashton quilter

James Stuart

Coby Toon

Kai Turner

Hugo Wrightson

u8 Maroon
Charlie Blank

Sam Blank

Arthur Carroll

Jack Donnan

lachlan Jacobs

Brendan Markey

William natilli

Caleb O’Reilly

Alex Oake

Connor Schmidt

lewis Young

U8 White
Angus Cardwell

Ollie Davies

Finley Hendry

Austin Jeffery

Tristan Mayes

lachie Munnings

Felix Perego

Caelan Pitkeathly

Ashley Steele

Isaac Swann

U8 Green
Alec Bridgewood

lucas Briggs

Cooper Cohen

Harley Cohen

Oliver Hannan

James Harvey

Kai Hush 

Cameron Paull

Asher Puddicombe

nicholas Reeve
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minis
u9 gold
Jack Burt

nicholas Carroll

Jacob Crews

Jordan Dunn

Paddy Hearn

Callum Hooker

leroy leslie

Ruben Stones

Jedd Thomas

James Wathen

Joshua Watkins

u9 Blue
Finley Batchelar

Alex Brigden

Hugo Davidson

Darcy Davies

nicholas Douneen

Morgan Elvy

Joshua Gedz

Josh Gow

Thomas Harte

Ziggy Jones

River lankow

Sam Ward

u9 Maroon
lucas Bennett

Kai Coetzee

ngaru Davis

Tyler Dransfield

Cohen Ferguson

Oscar Gamborg

Murphy Gee

George lawson

Isaac McInnis

lukas Mateju

Ryan O’Shea

Jack Stapleton

U9 White
nick Clancy

Jesse Dixon

Bailey Foster

Albert Ingleton

Ewen McBean

Oscar McMillen

Tom Porter

Jack Rankin

levi Smith

lio Vichemont

Hugh Waddington

levi Welsh

2013 2014

U6 28 32

U7 42 24

U8 40 51

U9 52 47

Total 162 154

PLayeR nuMBeRS
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for the record

u10a gold

Massimo Campanella

Angus Campbell

David Campbell

Jack Colbran

Harvey Cordukes

Caden Crouch

Oliver Cummins

Ben Di Staso

Josh Feledy

Flynn Grady

Edward Hannan

James Morrisey

Cooper Oxley

Zac Reid

Daniel Ward

Archie Warneford

u10B Blue

Will Chapman

Isaac Crews

liam Doughty

Kristian Edgecombe

Finnegan Hearn

Tyler Inchley

Oliver James

Oliver Kaye

Henry Makoni

Rory Morgan

Billy O’Brien

Cameron Pietor

Flynn Simpson

liam Toole

nicholas Walsh

Harry Whiston

u10F Maroon

Daniel Allen

Tom Bridgewood

Angus Brooks

Ethan Dodson

David Mclean

Will Meakin

Tom Riddell

Olivia Roche

luca Scarr

Zander Schmatloch

luiz Segundo

Jack Walker-Powell

Oscar Webb

Spike Wood

Julian Wynne

u11a gold

Sam Barnett

Ryan Crane

Myles Davidson

Conor Fagan

Kobe Fulton

Andy Gagen

Roman Hickson

Sebastian Jones

Alexander Simmons

Oscar Smith

Isaac Torrens

Jed Walsh

Thomas Wheen

Jordan Wolfgramm

u11d Blue

Max Barnes

Angus Beaumont

Josh Clark

luke Cook

Josh Eakin

Jackson Edney

Ethan English

Gabriel Foley

liam Hart

Max Poynton

Will Primmer

Rory Smyth

Jasper Zanon

u11F Maroon

nathan Black

Jesse Blaikie

Thomas Brown

Matthew Camiller

Kieran Deane

Fletcher Gee

Ryland Havenstein

nelson Hill

Jed langby

Joe lord

Charlie Mulcahy

Saxon Reber

Tully Stack

Jesse Steele

Sam Tooth
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41

juniors

                          2013  2014

U10                         43 47

U11                         60 42

U12                         38 56

U13                         44 27

U14                         13 18

U15                         25 16

U16                           -   15

Juniors                  223 221

Minis                     162 154

total Club           385       375

u10B Blue

Will Chapman

Isaac Crews

liam Doughty

Kristian Edgecombe

Finnegan Hearn

Tyler Inchley

Oliver James

Oliver Kaye

Henry Makoni

Rory Morgan

Billy O’Brien

Cameron Pietor

Flynn Simpson

liam Toole

nicholas Walsh

Harry Whiston

u10F Maroon

Daniel Allen

Tom Bridgewood

Angus Brooks

Ethan Dodson

David Mclean

Will Meakin

Tom Riddell

Olivia Roche

luca Scarr

Zander Schmatloch

luiz Segundo

Jack Walker-Powell

Oscar Webb

Spike Wood

Julian Wynne

u11d Blue

Max Barnes

Angus Beaumont

Josh Clark

luke Cook

Josh Eakin

Jackson Edney

Ethan English

Gabriel Foley

liam Hart

Max Poynton

Will Primmer

Rory Smyth

Jasper Zanon

u11F Maroon

nathan Black

Jesse Blaikie

Thomas Brown

Matthew Camiller

Kieran Deane

Fletcher Gee

Ryland Havenstein

nelson Hill

Jed langby

Joe lord

Charlie Mulcahy

Saxon Reber

Tully Stack

Jesse Steele

Sam Tooth

u12a gold

Griffin Bamford

Josh Coetzee

Zac Dawtrey

Benjamin Dines

Tom Douglas

Adam Eglesz

Benjamin Gallacher

nathan Gartner

Thomas Jarrett

Oliver little

Flynn Martin

Marcus Mastroianni

Akemi Mau

Angus McBean

Samuel Rankin

Campbell Richardson

Flynn Stapleton

nesta Tutunoa

Max Von Appen

Teddy Wilson

u12C Blue

Taine Allen

Tim Barwell

Ethan Blieden

Braxon Cousin  

Ryan Elvy

liam Grady

Max Grayling

Joshua Hack

Cooper Hatvany

Kelsey Ingram

Jack Melchiore

Josh nowytager

Sam Ortlipp

Jack Reid

James Roche

Tom Vekas

u12F Maroon

Callum Adair

Jacob Allen

Harry Bright

Ewan Carter

lucas Carter

nicholas Chambers

Ben Cleverly

Hamish Guthrie

Jamie Hemsworth

Marcus Hood

Harry Kaye

Bailey Miller

luiz nery

lucas novel Catin

Joe O’Brien

Harry Prowse

Caleb Ripley

Matthew Singers

Jai Turner

Zeke Whitfeld

u13a gold

Daniel Ala

Max Awdford

lachlan Bamford

Joshua Blank

Aidan Campbell

Callum Chapman

Jack Clancy

Jordan Dixon

luke Downman

langi Joe Gleeson

Albert Hopoate

Paul latu

Thomas latu

Connor lind

Max lowry

levi Moger

Isaac Morrell

luke O’Shannessy

noah Perego

Jacob Ratcliff

David Vei

Jasper Welsh

lincoln Zanon

U13C Seaforth / Roos

Sean Deane Harbord

Harry Herbert Harbord

nelson Pittar Harbord

Max Puddicombe Harbord

PLayeR nuMBeRS
(HHRC RegiSteRed PLayeRS onLy)
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for the record

u14B Freshwater Vikings - gold

Will Abbey Harbord

Will Barnett Harbord

liam Connolly Seaforth

Max Cordony Seaforth

Joshua Cox Harbord

Finlay Dennison Seaforth

nick Ellis Seaforth

Conor English Harbord

Tautua Faatui Seaforth

Dominic Gay Harbord

liam House Harbord

luke Huijsen Harbord

Mitchell lockie Harbord

Tuatai Marsters Seaforth

Max Moon Manly

Jamie Regan Harbord

Campbell Robinson Harbord

Isaac Semisi Manly

Callan Sparkes Seaforth

Kyle Spiteri Harbord

Ofa (lupe) Tuifua Seaforth

Tim Whyte Manly

u14e Freshwater Vikings - Blue

Will Abbey Harbord (both teams)

Robert Black Manly

Timothy Brigden Harbord

George Campbell Seaforth

nathan Clancy Manly

Conor English Harbord (both teams)

Harrison Fisk Seaforth

Timoci Gavidi Manly

Jesse Gerlach Manly

Marco Guermandi Harbord

Connor Hearn Harbord

Ryan King Manly

Kye Macpherson Harbord

Rory Maher Seaforth

Sam Main Manly

Seonghwan Moon Harbord

Ewan nicholl Manly

Carter Reeves Harbord

Henry Scott Manly

Ian Stewart Seaforth

Maxwell Stiggants Harbord

Hamish Twidell Manly
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juniors
u14e Freshwater Vikings - Blue

Will Abbey Harbord (both teams)

Robert Black Manly

Timothy Brigden Harbord

George Campbell Seaforth

nathan Clancy Manly

Conor English Harbord (both teams)

Harrison Fisk Seaforth

Timoci Gavidi Manly

Jesse Gerlach Manly

Marco Guermandi Harbord

Connor Hearn Harbord

Ryan King Manly

Kye Macpherson Harbord

Rory Maher Seaforth

Sam Main Manly

Seonghwan Moon Harbord

Ewan nicholl Manly

Carter Reeves Harbord

Henry Scott Manly

Ian Stewart Seaforth

Maxwell Stiggants Harbord

Hamish Twidell Manly

u15a Harbord / Manly

Jesse Allan Manly

Thomas Beaumont Manly

James Boland Harbord

Jackson Brouwers Harbord

Alexander Casey Manly

Thomas Chadwick Manly

liam Curran Harbord

Zach De Rooy Harbord

Max Douglas Harbord

Oliver Evans Manly

Ben Gleeson Harbord

Harry Haywood Harbord

Tyson Head Harbord

Sateki latu Manly

Flynn McGrath Manly

lachlan Moore Manly

Gianluca natoli Harbord

Cameron Pitts Harbord

Blaney Powe Manly

Cameron Prince Harbord

luke Ratcliff Harbord

noah Richardson Harbord

James Sidery Harbord

Harry Tonkin Harbord

Harry Waddington Harbord

u16B Manly Barbarians

lachlan Allomes Manly

Douglas Bacon Manly

Ben Booth Manly

David Brown Manly

Spencer Brown Harbord

Ben Dennehy Harbord

Joseph Graham Manly

Zachary Harvey Harbord

Tom Hofbauer-Jonas Manly

Elliot Horton Manly

Hayden Jones Manly

Keegan lind Harbord

Kristofer Martyn Harbord

liam Miller Harbord

Joshua Mobbs Manly

John nimo Harbord

Tobias Pack Harbord

Thomas Pizzie Harbord

nason Pybus Harbord

Cameron Signorini Harbord

Jimi Smith Harbord

Jack Stewart Harbord

Monty Taylor Harbord

liam Twidell Harbord

Mitchell Weir Manly

Isaac Williams Harbord
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for the record

HaRLequinS in ManLy RePReSentatiVe teaMS - 73 PLayeRS

u10

1 Massimo Campanella

2 Angus Campbell

3 David Campbell

4 Jack Colbran

5 Harvey Cordukes

6 Caden Crouch

7 Ollie Cummins

8 Ben Di Staso

9 Josh Feledy

10 Edward Hannan

11 Daniel Ward

12 Archie Warneford

u11

1 Conor Fagan

2 Andy Gagen

3 Roman Hickson

4 Alexander Simmons

5 Isaac Torrens

6 nesta Tutunoa

7 Jed Walsh

u12

1 Griffin Bamford

2 Benjamin Dines

3 Tom Douglas

4 Adam Eglesz

5 Benjamin Gallacher

6 nathan Gartner

7 Thomas Jarrett

8 Oliver little

9 Flynn Martin

10 Marcus Mastroianni

11 Akemi Mau

12 Angus McBean

13 Flynn Stapleton

14 Max Von Appen

15 Teddy Wilson

u13

1 Daniel Ala

2 Joshua Blank

3 Albert Hopoate

4 Thomas latu

5 Max lowry

6 levi Moger

7 Isaac Morrell

8 luke O’Shannessy

9 noah Perego

10 Jacob Ratcliff

11 David Vei

12 Jasper Welsh

u14

1 Will Barnett

2 Joshua Cox

3 Max Douglas

4 Dominic Gay

5 liam House

6 luke Huijsen

7 Mitchell lockie

8 Jamie Regan

9 Campbell Robinson

10 Kyle Spiteri

u15

1 Jackson Brouwers

2 liam Curran

3 Zach De Rooy

4 Ben Gleeson

5 Tyson Head

6 Gianluca natoli

7 Cameron Prince

8 luke Ratcliff

9 noah Richardson

10 James Sidery

11 Harry Tonkin

12 Harry Waddington

u16

1 Keegan lind

2 Tobias Pack

3 Thomas Pizzie

4 Cameron Signorini

5 Jimi Smith
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James Sidery

Max Douglas
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CoMPetition taBLeS - end oF 2014 SeaSon  (PointS SCoRed & CoMPetition PointS aS at end oF ReguLaR SeaSon)

for the record

u12

1 Griffin Bamford

2 Benjamin Dines

3 Tom Douglas

4 Adam Eglesz

5 Benjamin Gallacher

6 nathan Gartner

7 Thomas Jarrett

8 Oliver little

9 Flynn Martin

10 Marcus Mastroianni

11 Akemi Mau

12 Angus McBean

13 Flynn Stapleton

14 Max Von Appen

15 Teddy Wilson

u16

1 Keegan lind

2 Tobias Pack

3 Thomas Pizzie

4 Cameron Signorini

5 Jimi Smith
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year age name team/Squad

2011 15 Marcus Cutler Metropolitan Southern Zone, Sydney, nSW

15 Will Cronin Metropolitan northern Zone

15 Jonte Kaplan Metropolitan northern Zone, Sydney

16 Sam Duke Metropolitan northern Zone

2012 16 Will Cronin Metropolitan northern Zone, Sydney Barbarians

16 Brendan Hollis Metropolitan Southern Zone

2013 13 Angus Bell ARU Gold Pathway (nW Harbour)

13 Tautua Faatui ARU Gold Pathway (nW Harbour)

14 luke Ratcliff Metropolitan northern Zone, Sydney

17 Will Cronin Metropolitan northern Zone, Sydney

17 Scott Williams Metropolitan northern Zone, Sydney

2014 14 Max Douglas Sydney

15 liam Curran Metropolitan northern Zone, ARU Gold Pathway (north Harbour)

15 Zach De Rooy Sydney Barbarians, ARU Gold Pathway (nW Harbour)

15 Ben Gleeson Sydney Barbarians

15 Gianluca natoli ARU Gold Pathway (north Harbour)

15 Cameron Prince Sydney Barbarians, ARU Gold Pathway (nW Harbour)

15 luke Ratcliff ARU Gold Pathway (north Harbour)

15 James Sidery Sydney Barbarians, ARU Gold Pathway (north Harbour)

HaRBoRd HaRLequinS - HigHeR RePReSentatiVe HonouRS (SinCe CLuB FoRMed in 2001)

team name Place Played Win Loss draw Bye FFt PF Pa Pd Points

U10A Harbord Harlequins Gold 2 11    10    1    -    -    -    317    82    235    42

U10B Harbord Harlequins Blue 5 10    6    3    1    -    -    188    120    68    33

U10F Harbord Harlequins Maroon 5 9    3    4    2    -    -    279    168    111    26

U11A Harbord Harlequins Gold 4 14    7    5    2    -    -    375    296    79    44

U11D Harbord Harlequins Blue 5 9    5    4    -    -    -    179    198    -19    28

U11F Harbord Harlequins Maroon 6 10    1    8    1    -    -    134    318    -184    23

U12A Harbord Harlequins Gold 1 11    10    -    -    1    -    384    74    310    44

U12C Harbord Harlequins Blue 3 11    8    3    -    -    -    169    120    49    38

U12F Harbord Harlequins Maroon 3 11    6    5    -    -    -    292    156    136    34

U13A Harbord Harlequins Gold 5 8    5    4    -    -    1    193    173    20    26

U14B Freshwater Vikings Gold 7 9    2    5    1    1    -    190    159    31    25

U14E Freshwater Vikings Blue 5 9    5    4    -    -    -    256    223    33    28

U15A Harbord / Manly 3 14    8    7    -    -    1    291    373    -82    44

U16B Manly Barbarians 4 10    5    5    -    -    -    200    228    -28    30

Max Douglas

Max Douglas - City v Country

James Sidery - Barbarians v Sydney north
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Coach of the year - Minis Rolf Cohen (U8 Green)

Coach of the year - Juniors Danny Carter & Ross Whitfield (U12F Maroon)

Manager of the year - Minis Marty lawson (U9 Maroon)

Manager of the year - Juniors Katrina Martin (U12A Gold)

Kristin Wall award - Supporter Sean Richardson (U12A Gold & U15A)

distinguished Service no award this year

2014 honour board

CLuB aWaRdS

danny Carter - Juniors Coach

PLayeR aWaRdS

team george Smith Most improved team Player

(Best & Fairest)

U10A Gold Massimo Campanella Jack Colbran Flynn Grady

U10B Blue Oliver James Oliver Kaye Will Chapman

U10F Maroon Daniel Allen Oscar Webb Tom Bridgewood

U11A Gold Conor Fagan Jordan Wolfgramm Ryan Crane

U11D Blue Josh Eakin Max Barnes Jackson Edney

U11F Maroon nelson Hill nathan Black Charlie Mulcahy

U12A Gold Adam Eglesz Josh Coetzee Griffin Bamford

U12C Blue Tim Barwell Sam Ortlipp Jack Reid

U12F Maroon Joe O’Brien Marcus Hood Harry Kaye

U13A Gold Jacob Ratcliff Max Awdford noah Perego

U15A Harbord / Manly Oliver Evans Harry Tonkin Harry Haywood

U16B Manly Barbarians Mitchell Weir Isaac Williams Jimi Smith

Best & Fairest Player’s Player team Player - age group

U14B Freshwater Vikings Gold Jamie Regan liam House Conor English (Gold & Blue)

U14E Freshwater Vikings Blue nathan Clancy Max Stiggants Will Abbey       (Gold & Blue)

Rolf Cohen
minis Coach

Katrina martin - Juniors manager    marty Lawson - minis manager
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2014 gaLa dayS - FinaLiStS

King of the Hills
U8 - Harbord v Hills
U9 - Harbord v Seaforth

Harlequins Cup
U8 - Harbord v Hills
U9 - Harbord v Seaforth

year u8 u9

2007 Seaforth Chatswood

2008 Chatswood newport

2009 Chatswood Harbord

2010 Manly Harbord

2011 Seaforth Manly

2012 north Rocks Seaforth

2013 Seaforth Harbord

2014 Hills Harbord

HaRLequinS CuP - PaSt WinneRS 

2014 honour board

LiFe MeMBeRS

Michael Harradine    2006

Chris Hedge    2009

David Duke    2011

Andrew Gourley    2012

Sean Richardson    2014

10-Year Veterans:  Will abbey, Cameron Signorini & Zac Harvey

danny Carter - Juniors Coach

Will Abbey U14

Mitchell lockie U14

James Sidery U15

Zachary Harvey U16

Cameron Signorini U16

Thomas Pizzie U16

nason Pybus U16

10-yeaR MedaLS
Rolf Cohen
minis Coach

HaRBoRd HaRLequinS - 2014 gRand FinaLS  

U10A Chatswood       5  v      Harbord Harlequins        0 

U12A Harbord Harlequins   48  v      Western Raptors           27 

CLuB PatRon

George Smith
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club statistics

Number of Teams

age group 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 total

U6 1 2 2 2 3 5 3 2 4 4 3 3 3 37

U7 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 4 4 3 35

U8 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 4 5 34

U9 2 2 2 2 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 37

Minis 1 3 6 6 9 11 13 12 11 13 14 14 15 15 143

U10 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 5 5 3 3 34

U11 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 28

U12 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 21

U13 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 17

U14 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 13

U15 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 8

U16 1 1 1 1 1 5

Opens 1 1 2

Juniors 1 4 6 9 11 13 13 15 15 15 13 13 128

total 1 3 7 10 15 20 24 25 24 28 29 29 28 28 271

Players 12 26 68 138 206 275 332 331 349 400 421 402 385 375 3,720

% change - 117% 162% 103% 49% 33% 21% - 5% 15% 5% -5% -4% -3%

Rep Players

U10 18 13 11 10 11 21 13 10 12 119

U11 13 16 12 5 9 12 9 10 7 93

U12 4 1 12 13 11 7 10 11 9 15 93

U13 8 8 2 8 14 4 4 10 11 12 81

U14 2 4 14 14 9 9 10 62

U15 1 2 11 9 7 12 42

U16 2 5 7

U17 12 12

total 4 8 23 34 46 46 44 56 70 64 56 73 509

Premierships

U10 10B 10A 10A 10C 10B 10A, 10E 10A, 10E 10A 10

U11 11B 11A 11D 11A 11A, 11G 11A 11A 8

U12 12B 12A 12A 12A 4

U14 14C 1

U15 15B 1

total 1 2 2 4 2 1 3 4 3 1 1 24
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club statistics

Number of Teams

age group 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 total

U6 1 2 2 2 3 5 3 2 4 4 3 3 3 37

U7 1 1 1 1 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 4 4 3 35

U8 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 4 4 5 34

U9 2 2 2 2 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 37

Minis 1 3 6 6 9 11 13 12 11 13 14 14 15 15 143

U10 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 5 5 3 3 34

U11 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 28

U12 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 21

U13 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 17

U14 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 13

U15 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 8

U16 1 1 1 1 1 5

Opens 1 1 2

Juniors 1 4 6 9 11 13 13 15 15 15 13 13 128

total 1 3 7 10 15 20 24 25 24 28 29 29 28 28 271

Players 12 26 68 138 206 275 332 331 349 400 421 402 385 375 3,720

% change - 117% 162% 103% 49% 33% 21% - 5% 15% 5% -5% -4% -3%

Rep Players

U10 18 13 11 10 11 21 13 10 12 119

U11 13 16 12 5 9 12 9 10 7 93

U12 4 1 12 13 11 7 10 11 9 15 93

U13 8 8 2 8 14 4 4 10 11 12 81

U14 2 4 14 14 9 9 10 62

U15 1 2 11 9 7 12 42

U16 2 5 7

U17 12 12

total 4 8 23 34 46 46 44 56 70 64 56 73 509

Premierships

U10 10B 10A 10A 10C 10B 10A, 10E 10A, 10E 10A 10

U11 11B 11A 11D 11A 11A, 11G 11A 11A 8

U12 12B 12A 12A 12A 4

U14 14C 1

U15 15B 1

total 1 2 2 4 2 1 3 4 3 1 1 24
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year President VP Juniors VP Minis treasurer Secretary administrator
Sponsorship
& Marketing Social

other Committee 
Members

2001 Graeme Hodge Geoff Waterworth Michael Harradine

2002 Graeme Hodge Geoff Waterworth
Marilyn Harradine 
Shelley Waterworth

Michael Harradine

2003 Graeme Hodge Jenny Duke Ian Ferguson David Duke

2004 Graeme Hodge Chris Hedge Andrew Gourley Ian Ferguson
David Duke 
Scott Gourley 
Dave & Kelly Tonkin

2005 David Duke Cameron Wall Cameron Douglas Andrew Gourley Chris Hedge Peter Spasojevic Robert Pizzie

2006 David Duke Pat Rodgers Cameron Douglas Andrew Gourley Chris Hedge Peter Spasojevic Robert Pizzie

2007 Cameron Douglas Pat Rodgers Sean Richardson Brendan Foley Chris Hedge Alan Abbey Peter Spasojevic Dani Signorini

2008 Cameron Douglas David Duke Sean Richardson John Burgman David Bacon Alan Abbey
David Grayling 
Andrew Sidery

Dani Signorini

2009 Cameron Douglas David Duke Sean Richardson John Burgman David Bacon Alan Abbey
David Grayling 
Andrew Sidery

Dani Signorini

2010 Sean Richardson David Duke Campbell Forsyth John Burgman David Bacon Troy Cortis David Grayling Andrew Sidery Paddy Douneen

2011 Sean Richardson Andrew Sidery Campbell Forsyth Colin House Blithe Robinson Rochelle Robinson David Grayling John Burgman Paddy Douneen

2012 Andrew Sidery Paul Reid              David Morrisey Colin House Campbell Forsyth Rochelle Robinson Sean Richardson Sean Richardson

2013 Andrew Sidery Paul Reid David Morrisey Colin House Campbell Forsyth Rochelle Robinson

2014 Colin House Paul English Colin Cardwell Campbell Forsyth Craig Poynton Rochelle Robinson Barry Smyth Andrew Sidery

office bearers

Quenching a hard-earned thirst - Blithe Robinson & Paul english
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year President VP Juniors VP Minis treasurer Secretary administrator
Sponsorship
& Marketing Social

other Committee 
Members

2001 Graeme Hodge Geoff Waterworth Michael Harradine

2002 Graeme Hodge Geoff Waterworth
Marilyn Harradine 
Shelley Waterworth

Michael Harradine

2003 Graeme Hodge Jenny Duke Ian Ferguson David Duke

2004 Graeme Hodge Chris Hedge Andrew Gourley Ian Ferguson
David Duke 
Scott Gourley 
Dave & Kelly Tonkin

2005 David Duke Cameron Wall Cameron Douglas Andrew Gourley Chris Hedge Peter Spasojevic Robert Pizzie

2006 David Duke Pat Rodgers Cameron Douglas Andrew Gourley Chris Hedge Peter Spasojevic Robert Pizzie

2007 Cameron Douglas Pat Rodgers Sean Richardson Brendan Foley Chris Hedge Alan Abbey Peter Spasojevic Dani Signorini

2008 Cameron Douglas David Duke Sean Richardson John Burgman David Bacon Alan Abbey
David Grayling 
Andrew Sidery

Dani Signorini

2009 Cameron Douglas David Duke Sean Richardson John Burgman David Bacon Alan Abbey
David Grayling 
Andrew Sidery

Dani Signorini

2010 Sean Richardson David Duke Campbell Forsyth John Burgman David Bacon Troy Cortis David Grayling Andrew Sidery Paddy Douneen

2011 Sean Richardson Andrew Sidery Campbell Forsyth Colin House Blithe Robinson Rochelle Robinson David Grayling John Burgman Paddy Douneen

2012 Andrew Sidery Paul Reid              David Morrisey Colin House Campbell Forsyth Rochelle Robinson Sean Richardson Sean Richardson

2013 Andrew Sidery Paul Reid David Morrisey Colin House Campbell Forsyth Rochelle Robinson

2014 Colin House Paul English Colin Cardwell Campbell Forsyth Craig Poynton Rochelle Robinson Barry Smyth Andrew Sidery

andrew Sidery (front), Colin House (holding up the tent) and tim Herbert (contemplating)
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